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DOLLAR STORES THRIVING
It’s a terrible sign that an increasing
number of people rely on dollar stores for
employment and for regular shopping.

FREEDOM?
Welcome to this
week's Trends
Journal:
“FREEDOM? HOW
DARE YOU. WE'RE
IN CHARGE!”

Especially food – probably Bill and
Melinda GMO, virus mutated, high
fructose corn syrup special.
There’s more than one way to depopulate.
Paul Sacco

Today, the CDC announced it's OK to go
outside without a mask... if you’re
vaccinated. Canada and France are
ramping up vaccination passports for
travel. Will they make it mandatory to
show your Vax Passport to go shopping
and dine in restaurants? Hong Kong just
did!

LOW UNEMPLOYMENT, MEET LOW
EXPECTATIONS
Sure if you can collect and trim pot or
work under the table – good money.
Yet the work out there is just peanuts and
it costs more to show at some place then
not working. Yet money and time and life
must be met somehow.

The new ABnormal Is fast becoming,
"Everything will be OK so long as you get
the shot and do what you're told.”

The system is set to a short fuse.

Business will bounce back. Get ready to
cash in on the Roaring 21s... before the
"Boom" goes bust.

HandsFree

This and much more is in your Trends
Journal.

CANADIAN CLIMATE REPORT
We seem to have the same issue here in
Canada. Why work when you can make
more money sitting at home playing video
games, living in an alternate reality.

Best wishes,
Gerald Celente, Publisher

Kellie Auld
HEE & HAW
Republicans have never known how to
govern. They are weak, unorganized and
Democrat’s at heart willing to eat scraps
off the Liberal ﬂoor while begging for
cake. They did not support Trump’s
policies in the ﬁrst 2 years when they had
hold of the Senate and House…Repeal
Obama care? Stop illegal immigration?
Trends Journal
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Few have taken their tails from between
their legs. As the country falls, blame
should be on them for doing nothing!

have the integrity to do the science and
tell the truth!
Richard McKenzie

simongranville

BLOCKCHAIN REVOLUTION JUST
BEGINNING
A few weeks ago, I watched an interview
where Anthony Pompliano was
interviewing Jim Cramer, and they were
talking about Ethereum, and Cramer made
a brilliant point: That it was very similar to
the beginning of Standard Oil.

PULLING THE CURTAIN ON THE WHO
Excellent article by By Richard Gale &
Gary Null PhD. Thank you for enlightening
all of us.
lvblasiotti
FOLLOW THE VACCINE MONEY
Didn’t Bill Gates say that vaccines were his
best investments, [they] gave him a return
of 20 to 1 for every dollar he invests in
vaccines his return is twenty?

When Rockefeller had founded that
company, an unbelievable amount of
innovations came out of it, starting with
the pipeline. It wound up changing the
economy fundamentally, in ways people
couldn’t imagine.

I would guess his “donations” are ﬁgured
into that. Billionaires are not your friends
and neither is any program sponsored by
the UN.

Things that are yet to be invented will be
changing the economy going forward.
After all, when the Internet started, who
could have imagined the Smartphone?

a1achiropractic

Dave from L.A.

WARPED SPEED
Yes sir, Trump’s warped speed initiative
went hand in hand with the CDC and
WHO’s plan to plaster the globe with
vaccines not approved by any Health
organizations nor tested for anomalies
before being administered. We in the U.S.
have a ﬁght on our hands for those of us
who are anti vaxxers! Both the

FBI FOOLING NO ONE
And we are expected to believe a FBI
Director who can’t decipher the difference
between true rioters like Antifa and BLM
vs Americans protecting the Constitution
and Rule of Law. We certainly recognize
corruption when we see it!!!
harlow53

Republicans and Democrats are complicit
in the scamdemic that has allowed a never
tested vaccine to be administered under
false pretenses. There will be Hell to pay
for those who orchestrated this scam.
Our medical professionals have a choice
to make, promote the scam for proﬁts or
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TRENDS ON THE U.S. ECONOMIC
FRONT

U.S. MARKETS OVERVIEW
The Trend is your friend.
As we continue to note in this Trends Journal, cities, states, and nations have
again locked down in their ﬁght to win the COVID War, but many others are
opening up.
Come summertime, get ready for the “Roaring 21s” as the COVID rules get lifted
and pent-up populations, especially younger generations, bust loose.
In this Trends Journal, we forecast the coming easing of restrictions, and, now,
conﬁrming what we have written, as we go press, this is the Associated Press
headline story that’s making the news:
CDC says many Americans can now go outside without a mask

Trends Journal
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The CDC said that for those fully vaccinated, they no longer have to wear a
mask outside, but if they are in a big crowd, they should wear it. They also
decreed that even the unvaccinated can go outside without masks .. but, of
course, there are restrictions.
The CDC still says vaccinated or not, the masks should stay on indoors in public
places such as restaurants, shopping, hair salons, theaters, etc.
So, as we had forecast, there will be an economic bounce-back. And the faster
economies grow, the higher equity markets will climb... despite being overvalued
and disconnected from Main Street reality, as evidenced by their 2020 boom as
the world economy went bust.
Also as we have forecast, the markets will dive as inﬂation rises and the central
banks push interest rates up.
The Street will be waiting to hear what the U.S. Federal Reserve’s
interest-rate-setting committee will signal after they meet later this week. The
expectation is they will not raise interest rates until 2023, however, as inﬂation
spikes, we forecast interest rates will rise. And when they hit 2 percent, the
markets will dive.
Of course, it is the unprecedented ﬂow of cheap money and record-low interest
rates that have artiﬁcially-juiced equities. Indeed, except for the high-ﬂying tech
sector, which highly beneﬁted from the lockdowns and the Big’s “essential”
businesses, for the Dow, NASDAQ, and S&P to keep breaking new records while
millions of lives and livelihoods have been destroyed, is anathema to basic
economic fundamentals.
Street Fear
President Biden’s proposal to hike capital gains taxes to as much as 43.4
percent for those earning at least $1 million a year – more than double the
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current rate of 20 percent – hit the Dow hard last Thursday, pushing it down 420
points before recovering to close down 321 points.
The new tax haul would fund Biden’s proposed “American Families Plan,”
strengthening child care, education, and family-related programs and services.
Following is how The Street responded to the new tax proposal:
The increase would be “a sizable cost to long-term investors,” Jack Ablin,
Crescent Capital Management’s co-founder, said in comments quoted by
CNBC. “Expect selling this year if investors sense the proposal has a chance of
becoming law next year,” he cautioned.
“Markets are highly concentrated in a small number of growth names,” Mark
Yusko, Morgan Creek Capital Management CEO, told CNBC. “Those stocks
have driven most of the gains over the past few years and many investors have
signiﬁcant gains at current prices.
“Fear of higher capital gains rates could motivate selling of those names and
trigger [a] market correction, so some investors will try and front-run that
potential move by selling,” Yusko predicted.
Before the Biden tax news, markets had edged up on positive news of corporate
earnings.
After being down most of last week, they bounced back on Friday after the IHS
Markit purchasing managers indices for the manufacturing and services sector
showed strong growth, home sales were up, and new unemployment claims
came in at the lowest number in over a year.
During the week ended 17 April, 547,000 new claims for unemployment
compensation were ﬁled, lower than both the previous week’s revised ﬁgure of
586,000. Also during the week, 34,000 fewer people continued to receive
unemployment from previous claims, although 3.67 million still do.
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As we had forecast, hiring will accelerate as lockdown restrictions are eased and
more Americans are vaccinated, thus the short-term bounce will return the
economy to near pre-pandemic levels through the summer.
Nationally, the unemployment rate remained at 6 percent, less than half the
economic shutdown’s peak of 14.7 percent but still almost twice the 50-year low
of 3.5 percent just before the COVID War was launched.
As for the Purchasing Managers Index (PMI), both the U.S. service and
manufacturing sectors gained strength last month, according to IHS Markit,
which manages the indices.
The service sector’s PMI moved from 60.4 in February to 63.1 in March, the
highest reading since IHS began the index in 2011, and the manufacturing
industry’s PMI has risen from 59.1 in March to 60.6 as of 24 April.
Readings above 50 indicate expansion.
On The Market Front
Today, despite the CDC no-mask decree, the markets were mostly ﬂat with the
Dow up just 3.36 points; the NASDAQ down 0.34 percent; and the S&P 500, still
hanging near its record level, fell 0.02 percent.
Again, for the most part, the equity markets at the levels of where they are a
hoax. As Gregory Mannarino details in his new article, it’s “THE FED’S
DANGEROUS GAME.”
Gold/Silver: Both precious metals are still stuck in their week’s long trading
range. We remain bullish our forecast for gold to hit $2,100 per ounce this year
and silver to break above $50 per ounce. The metals, however, won’t climb that
high until inﬂation reality hits, interest rates rise, and the artiﬁcial equity markets
that have been pumped up with massive doses of monetary methadone dive.
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Bitcoin: Bitcoin is down some 18 percent from its $64,829 peak on 14 April, the
same day that Coinbase Global, the world’s biggest cryptocurrency exchange,
debuted on the U.S. stock market.
Traders lost $10.1 billion on 18 April as the price continued to drop and bulls
bailed out, according to data ﬁrm Bybt, with $5 billion worth of sales taking
place over Binance, the world’s busiest cryptocurrency exchange, according to
the Wall Street Journal.
The Bitcoin rocket lost fuel after the price rose past $60,000 and was trading in a
narrow range, according to analyst Michael Oliver at Momentum Structural
Analysis, who told the WSJ those factors warned that the price trend could
reverse.
“We think Bitcoin’s broken for the time being,” he said.
Despite a slew of negative cryptocurrency news last week and reports today
that new regulations in South Korea could shut down all of the nation’s
cryptocurrency exchanges, as we go to press, Bitcoin is trading the $55,000
range, and a number of the top cryptos are up over 5 percent.
While cryptocurrencies are being driven up on pure speculation, there is also
real concern among crypto speculators that the unprecedented money-pumping
schemes by governments and central banks, which have artiﬁcially driven up
economies and equity markets, have greatly devalued nations' currencies. Thus,
cryptos are the digital age new generation’s safe-haven asset.
As we have noted, if there was not a crypto market – which is only a decade-old
invention – tangible safe-haven assets such as gold would be above $3,000 per
ounce and silver above $100 per ounce.
We maintain our forecast that should Bitcoin fall below $30,000, the downside
risk will push it into its teens, and should it break over $72K per coin, we
forecast it will quickly close toward $100K.
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Oil: Nothing new on the oil front. Both Crude and West Texas Intermediate are
trading in last week’s range. The lockdown of India, which imports 80 percent of
its petro needs, has, in part, kept prices from moving higher.
Again, we forecast a sharp rebound in the summer months as the “Roaring 21s”
blast oﬀ. We continue to emphasize, however, that the spike will moderate as
the summer wanes and winter sets in. We also maintain our forecast for a bear
equity market by year’s end.

INVESTORS BET BIG ON TIPS

During the seven days ending 21 April,
investors put another $1.6 billion in funds
buying U.S. Treasury Inﬂation-Protected
Securities (TIPS), according to research
ﬁrm EPFR.
It was the 29th consecutive week of
money ﬂowing into TIPS, raising the total invested to $14.4 billion so far this
year.
TIPS has seen its longest run of investment since the streak from December
2008 into early 2010 during the Great Recession, EFPR noted.
TIPS moving higher is in line with our expectations that the economic recovery
will inﬂate prices for goods and services, which is driving the inﬂux.
“Inﬂation is the number one concern,” Collin Martin, a Charles Schwab
ﬁxed-income strategist, told the Financial Times. “If you’re worried about a
signiﬁcant upside surprise in inﬂation, there is no better investment that can act
as a hedge.”
Diﬀerent Strokes
Trends Journal
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Jerome Powell, chair of the U.S. Federal Reserve, has said repeatedly that any
inﬂation sparked by the economic recovery will be moderate and temporary, as
supply chains adjust to returning demand.
Recent break-even rates support his view.
Break-even rates are calculated by subtracting the actual yield, after ﬁguring in
inﬂation, from the nominal yield. Last week, the two- and ﬁve-year break-even
rates were 2.63 and 2.57, respectively, indicating investors see inﬂation as more
of a short-term risk than a medium-term threat.
TREND FORECAST: We continue to forecast rising inﬂation, which will, in turn,
push up yields on 10-year Treasuries. As inﬂation expectations rise, so, too, will
more investors move into TIPS. According to EPFR, investors bought $1.2 billion
in TIPS in the week ending April 21st. As the Wall Street Journal reported, this
was the 29th consecutive week of inﬂows into these funds.

VENTURE CAPITAL CREATES NEW TECH BUBBLE

During 2021’s ﬁrst quarter, technology
start-ups garnered $69 billion from
investors, 41 percent more than in the
previous quarterly record set in the last
three months of 2018, according to
Pitchbook Data.
The typical valuation for new ventures has more than tripled from last year’s, the
research ﬁrm noted, with late-stage start-ups now averaging $1.6 billion.
New ventures seeking cash are being oﬀered ﬁve times what they ask and deals
can close in days instead of months, venture capitalists and entrepreneurs told
the Wall Street Journal.
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The companies are going back to raise more cash every few months instead of
every couple of years, and the companies’ valuations are rising each time, they
said.
Many of the companies sitting atop this new bubble are social media apps, such
as Discord, a chat service; Stationhead, which allows users to create their own
radio shows; or Patreon, where anyone can publish their creations in hopes of
making money.
Clubhouse, another self-publishing site, was valued at $1 billion during a funding
round early this year when the business was less than a year old; today, its
negotiations for more cash are valuing it at $4 billion, insiders told Bloomberg.
Software start-up OﬃceTogether raised its ﬁrst round of $2.3 million in three
weeks, founder Amy Yin announced.
TREND FORECAST: As we have long been noting – and warning: Equity
markets and economies have been artiﬁcially pumped up with monetary
methadone. As start-ups, SPACs, and other gambling gimmicks accelerate,
equities have entered a 2021 dot.com scam bubble.
Our best estimate is that markets will implode by year’s end.

INVESTORS SEE LOWER RISK IN LOW-RATED BONDS

The yield premium that investors demand
to buy riskier bonds has dropped below 3
percent this month, its lowest level in 13
years, signaling investors’ growing
conﬁdence in a broad and strong
economic recovery.
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The yield premium is the extra interest investors charge on a high-risk bond
compared to that paid by U.S. Treasury securities.
The yield spread fell as low as 2.90 points this month, a level not seen since it
plunged to 2.33 percent in December 2007.
Yields on low-rated corporate bonds climbed to 4.42 percent on 6 November,
the day before Pﬁzer announced encouraging results from its vaccine trials. The
rate eased to 3.89 percent in February and stood at 2.98 on 22 April.
The premium shrank in light of economic data showing consumers are buying
goods again and signs that spending on services such as travel will follow this
summer.
Yet, if the interest rate spread were based on current market realities, it would be
twice what it is, Marty Fridson, chief investment oﬃcer at Lehmann Livian
Fridson Advisors, contended in comments to the Wall Street Journal.
He cites U.S. Federal Reserve ﬁgures showing that factories, mines, and utilities
were producing at 74 percent of their capacities in March, compared to more
than 81 percent in 2007 when the spread was at a comparable level.
That indicates investors believe the Fed will continue holding down rates to
shield speculators from losses, he said.
Others justify the low spread by looking at the short-term economic trajectory
instead of current conditions.
Consumers are “sitting on tons of cash” and the federal government continues
its stimulus spending, chief economist Aneta Markowska at Jeﬀries LLC, told
the WSJ.
Once short-term supply-chain kinks are ironed out, factories could be working at
80 percent of capacity or more this summer to meet current demand, she said.
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TREND FORECAST: While the Federal Reserve chair Powell signaled that
although interest rates will move above 2 percent this year they will not raise
rates, we disagree. We forecast true inﬂation will rise well above 2 percent and
the Fed will raise rates. And when rates hit 2 percent, equity markets will crash
and the house buying spree will end.

SPACs DIVE INTO JUNK BOND MARKET

Having raised an estimated $100 billion
this year, hundreds of special-purpose
acquisition companies (SPACs) are looking
for places to put it.
Many are discovering the junk bond
market.
A SPAC is a company that has no assets. It issues stock, then uses the proceed
to buy a promising business. The SPAC merges with the business and then
disappears, leaving the SPAC’s investors holding shares in the company the
SPAC bought.
SPACs are a quick way for companies to raise a lot of cash and go public that
might not otherwise be able to.
With markets now crowded with SPACs, some of these “blank check”
companies are now buying into ventures with bonds rated as “below investment
grade” = junk.
Such SPACs hope a quick cash infusion can help a chosen company pay oﬀ or
down debt and reverse its sinking prospects.
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For example, loans to data-center operator Cyxtera Technologies spiked 16
percent in value in February when it merged with a SPAC, data ﬁrm Dealogic
reported.
The SPAC surge is riding, in part, on a rise in the number of post-pandemic
initial public stock oﬀerings (IPOs) and the surge into the market by momentum
or “me-too” traders who buy stocks touted by friends or inﬂuencers on social
media.
As reported by the Wall Street Journal, IPO and SPAC deals totaled about $200
billion this year as of 20 April, the same total for all of 2020, Dealogic said.
The deals’ aggregate value has surpassed the $180 billion in high-yield bonds
sold so far this year, the ﬁrst time that balance has tipped since 2000, when the
dot-com bubble began to deﬂate.
SPACs’ venture into junk-bond territory has heightened concerns about their
viability, which ﬁrst surfaced earlier this month as the pace of deals slackened
and SPACs’ share prices softened.
“It reminds you of when people bought multiple homes with no money down
before the mortgage crisis” that set oﬀ the Great Recession, André Hakkak,
CEO of White Oak Global Advisors, told the WSJ.
However, the high-yield or “junk” bond market is diﬀerent today, some analysts
argue.
More than half of those bonds today are rated double B, the highest rating a junk
bond can earn, compared to the historical average of a little more than a third
holding that rating, according to Michael Anderson, Citigroup’s director of credit
research.
Recently, those high ratings have begun to sink, Daigle countered, which likely
will lead to more of those companies sinking further into trouble when the
economy slows or the stock market cools.
Trends Journal
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TREND FORECAST: The estimated $100 billion SPACs already raised this under
the guise of buying privately-held companies and then listing them on the stock
exchange casino to drive up their value and cash in big is reminiscent of the
dot.com boom and the subprime mortgage ﬁasco.
When equity markets fall into correction territory and the “Roaring 21s” cool
down, so, too, will the double-B rated bonds, which will, in turn, worsen the
SPAC ﬁasco.

U.S. AIRLINE INDUSTRY TAKES OFF

Southwest Airlines reported a ﬁrst-quarter
proﬁt of $116 million, due in part to
federal support, and has begun recalling
pilots in anticipation of a strengthening
summer vacation season, CEO Gary Kelly
said in a statement announcing the result.
The airline expects to see positive cash ﬂow by June, he noted.
“I’m relieved, I’m enthused, I’m optimistic, I’m grateful,” he added in comments
quoted by the Wall Street Journal.
For the quarter, American Airlines lost $1.25 billion on $4 billion in revenue, its
smallest loss since the pandemic set in.
American has announced plans to rehire 300 pilots.
The successful vaccine campaign makes airlines’ increased bookings “feel
much more permanent,” American’s CEO Douglas Parker said on a call with
analysts and investors reported by the WSJ.
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The new bookings are being made by leisure travelers, the airlines and analysts
report.
Business travel will resume to some degree late this year, the carriers have said,
although some large corporate customers have indicated they will begin to ﬁeld
their road warriors again in the third quarter.
Southwest has said it expects business travel to return to no more than 40 or 50
percent of its pre-pandemic volume by the end of this year.
The pandemic created a divide between American, Delta, and other carriers
depending largely on business travelers and airlines such as Southwest that
focus on domestic leisure ﬂyers.
Because its routes are within the U.S., Southwest was spared the chaos of
closed borders and restrictions that varied among countries.
Now the airline is planning to add 17 cities to its U.S. network and to be ﬂying at
96 percent of its capacity by June, compared to 40 percent in this year’s ﬁrst
quarter.
American predicts it will ﬂy at as much as 85 percent of its capacity this summer
and is adding at least 40 new domestic routes.
TREND FORECAST: The growing demand among nations to only allow the
vaccinated to enter their countries will keep airline travel from meeting
pre-COVID War levels.
As we have forecast, the big money for airlines is from business travel, which will
not rebound for at least another year. When it does, it will not come back to
pre-COVID War levels. Indeed, the new Zoom world has become part of the new
COVID world and businesses are content to meet online to cut expenses.
And, as we have noted, hardly a word has been heard from the mainstream
media about the devastating eﬀects the COVID War has had on the convention
Trends Journal
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and trade show sectors, which have not only damaged the hospitality and hotel
sectors and lost tax revenue for cities that host them but have also sharply cut
business travel.

EXISTING HOME SALES SLIPPING

Completed sales of existing homes in
March fell 3.7 percent from February to an
annualized rate of 6.01 million, the second
straight month of decline and the slowest
since last August, the National Association
of Realtors (NAR) reported.
March sales were still 12.3 percent above those of the previous March when the
COVID pandemic was freezing people in place.
Demand for homes continues strong; the supply remains the problem, with 28.2
percent fewer on the market now than a year ago.
“Multiple oﬀers are prevalent in today’s market,” Lawrence Yun, NAR’s chief
economist said in comments quoted by CNBC, with homes selling an average of
18 days after listing, according to NAR.
With 1.07 million homes for sale on 1 April – typically only a two-month
supply-demand pushed March’s median home sale price to a record $329,100,
a 17.2-percent year-on-year jump and the fastest appreciation in history, NAR
reported.
TREND FORECAST: Housing supply will grow further as builders delay projects.
Lumber and other materials are in short supply, sending prices skyward, and
many contractors are waiting for supplies to expand and prices to ease before
buying again.
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After settling at record or near-record rates for months, mortgage interest rates
shot up in February, sidelining potential buyers who lacked the stricter income
and credit qualiﬁcations lenders now require of applicants.
With an economic boom time ahead, we forecast the housing market will
continue to rise, but it will contract as interest rates rise higher. And even when
the equity markets crash and the housing boom stops, the areas where real
estate prices have shot up will not suﬀer sharp declines.
On the downside, the commercial sector will continue to weaken as more people
spend more time working at home and less time commuting.

COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS SCRAMBLING

Before the COVID War, owners of oﬃce
blocks leased to single or a few major
tenants counted their blessings: they had
fewer tenants to deal with, bigger
companies were more likely to pay rent on
time, and more likely to sign long-term
leases.
That all instantly ﬂipped when COVID arrived and people stopped commuting
and started to work remotely from home.
Now, a number of those once-comfortable landlords are in danger of losing their
properties to foreclosure as businesses negotiate for less space, lower rents, or
decline to renew their leases altogether.
Near Houston, oilﬁeld services company Schlumberger ﬁlled more than half of a
100,000-square-foot building but walked away when the lease expired in
February. The next month, landlord Tanglewood Property Group defaulted on its
mortgage, as reported by the Wall Street Journal.
Trends Journal
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Houston’s oﬃce vacancy rate was 25.7 percent in this year’s ﬁrst quarter, up
from 23.9 percent year on year, according to Moody’s Analytics.
Johns Hopkins University was the only tenant in a 56,000-square-foot block
outside Baltimore. Shortly after the school chose to let its lease expire, the
owner was facing default.
At 1740 Broadway in Manhattan, L Brands holds two-thirds of the building,
owned by asset manager Blackstone Group and valued at $605 million, but has
told Blackstone it will not renew when its lease runs out next March.
Even with a year’s notice, Blackstone might scramble to ﬁll the space: the
number of new leases signed on the island in this year’s ﬁrst quarter was a third
fewer than a year earlier.
A vacating tenant is the most common cause of mortgage defaults on oﬃce
properties, Manus Clancy, senior managing director at real estate research ﬁrm
Trepp, told the WSJ.
Even when tenants stay on, landlords now typically ﬁnd that they need to lower
rents and perhaps also oﬀer perks, such as redecorating or adding two or three
months of free rent.
TREND FORECAST: As working from home becomes more of the new normal
and people commute to work less often, we maintain our forecast for a
commercial real estate bust in many major cities. And, commercial landlords,
especially smaller ones, will ﬁnd it hard to pay property taxes, which will rob
cities of desperately needed income to maintain services.
As we have forecast and is now a reality, as people lose everything and have
nothing left to lose, crime rates will rise... and, as we have detailed in the Trends
Journal, they have surged in many large cities. Thus, the higher crime rates
climb, the more people will want to escape to suburban and ex-urban areas.
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While there will be an urban bounce-back, it will take several years. During that
time, as the small commercial landlords go broke, private equity groups, hedge
funds, and major commercial real estate ﬁrms will buy up what is being lost, thus
controlling yet a greater percentage of global assets.

SUPPLY-CHAIN DISRUPTIONS SLAM SMALL BUSINESSES

Forty-four percent of 800 U.S. small
businesses surveyed by research ﬁrm
Vistage Worldwide reported running short
of supplies or experiencing other
disruptions in their supply chains.
Among examples cited by the Wall Street
Journal:
● a Colorado manufacturer is altering its manufacturing process to
accommodate a lack of plastic;
● an Oklahoma restaurant paid $200 instead of the usual $40 for a case of
gloves;
● a Michigan clothing wholesaler is sitting on hundreds of hoodies that
arrived after the cold-weather season ended.
The turmoil also was reﬂected in a U.S. Census Bureau study earlier this month
that found breakdowns in supply chains for construction, manufacturing, and
wholesale trade.
A swirl of complications has caused the glitches, including COVID infections
among suppliers’ workers; business closures; a shortage of shipping containers;
backlogs at ports; storms that shut down air, road, and rail transport; and a
blockage in the Suez Canal.
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“If a steel supplier has even a little supply, they will raise prices, knowing it will
be diﬃcult for them to replenish their stock,” CEO Matt Erfman of Dakotaland
Manufacturing, told the WSJ. “It’s almost a straight-up trajectory.”
Suppliers recently quoted Erfman $1.10 a pound for tubing that he paid 45 cents
for last summer, he said.
The cost of lumber to build crates and pallets for shipping goods has risen
between 50 and 100 percent, according to Heather Chandler, CEO of SealStrip
Corp., which makes packaging products.
“We buy from billion-dollar companies and sell to billion-dollar companies,” she
said, which makes it hard for a small business to negotiate discounts or price
increases on either end.
Recently, a SealStrip shipment took ﬁve days to reach a customer a two-hour
drive away, Chandler complained.
“Things are sitting in freight depots because they are short of staﬀ,” she said.
Some small companies are paying more to stock up on supplies; others are
paying premium prices to ship by FedEx or other rapid carriers that can handle
the tasks.
And, today, General Electric CEO Larry Culp told CNBC that they, too, are
suﬀering supply chain issues and would raise prices to oﬀset cost pressures in
materials such as electronics, resins, and steel.
CNBC also reported that 3M said supply chain disruptions from the COVID war
and winter storms drove up the price of raw materials.
TREND FORECAST: We note this to continue to illustrate the reality of rising
inﬂation. The higher inﬂation goes, the higher interest rates will rise... and the
higher rates rise, the deeper the equity markets and economies will fall. As we
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continue to note, for another perspective of how high inﬂation has risen, we
suggest John Williams’ www.shadowstats.com.
TREND FORECAST: There’s the media world, the political world, and the real
world. In the real world, inﬂation is on the rise, as we have detailed, and it will
continue to move higher.
Procter & Gamble, one of the biggest makers of consumer products from Gillette
razors and Tide detergent to diapers and tampons, will raise prices on baby
products, feminine hygiene items, and adult diapers by 5 to 9 percent this
September, the company has announced.
The price hikes are being forced by higher costs for pulp, resin, and other raw
materials, as well as higher fees for shipping goods, P&G said.
“This is one of the bigger increases in commodity costs that we’ve seen over the
time I’ve been involved,” commented Jon Moeller, a 33-year company veteran,
told the Wall Street Journal.
The new prices likely presage similar boosts in other product lines.
Competitor Kimberly-Clark announced a similar move last month, raising prices
this June by similar percentages on baby and adult care products and Scott
bathroom tissue.
In February, Hormel Foods jacked prices on turkey products after grain prices
shot up; J.M. Smucker Co. is charging more for Jif peanut butter due to higher
shipping and materials costs.
The Consumer Price Index rose 2.6 percent in the 12 months preceding 31
March, the largest gain since August 2018, the U.S. Labor Department reported
earlier this month.
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LEVERAGED MEGA-BUYOUTS BACK IN FASHION

With the COVID War ending and the
economy reviving, the “Bigs” are ready to
shower cash on leveraged buyouts priced
at $10 billion or more.
CVC Capital Partners has bid $20 billion
for Toshiba, the Japanese conglomerate
that makes everything from hard drives to escalators. Medline Industries has
hired Goldman Sachs to ﬁnd it a buyer, the Wall Street Journal reported, a deal
that could be priced at $30 billion.
From 2005 through 2007, private equity ﬁrms made 18 deals, each worth at least
$10 billion, according to the WSJ; in the more than 13 years since, only ten have
happened.
Now asset managers have $1.6 trillion in cash in their pockets, according to
Preqin, a research ﬁrm. Sinking the money into headline-grabbing deals is a way
not only to reach for big returns but also to establish themselves as
major-league players, analysts say.
The ﬁrms might have even more money than that at their disposal, Jonathan
Karen, a partner in the deal-making law ﬁrm Simpson Thacker & Bartlett, told the
WSJ.
“There’s this shadow capital” that equity ﬁrms can call up from private investors,
he explained. The ﬁrms give special clients the chance to invest directly into
deals instead of running their money through the investment ﬁrm and paying the
attendant fees.
“If you have a $10-billion fund, you might have $5 billion – or even another $10
billion – waiting in the wings,” he said.
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The amount of leverage in the deals, as well as the price, is raising eyebrows.
For deals in 2020, the two-year trailing average debt multiple was seven times
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITA),
compared to 6.4 times in 2007, according to an analysis by McKinsey & Co.
Banks frown on banks lending to buyout deals with EBITA above six.
Another measure – the two-year average purchase-price multiple – has reached
a record 12.8 times EBITA; in 2007, it was 9.4, McKinsey found.
TREND FORECAST: First, the “Bigs” continue to get bigger as they borrow
cheap money to accelerate their takeovers.
Second, as interest rates rise, not only will the leveraged buyouts slow down as it
becomes more expensive to borrow money, the higher rates go, the more
diﬃcult it will be for them to service debt payments.

HIGHER GAS TAX COMING

Giving themselves a name that only a
comic book series could invent, “The
Problem-Solvers Caucus,” a gang of 58
Washington politicians issued a report that
suggests raising gas taxes so the workers
of Slavelandia could help pay the
$2.3-trillion cost of President Biden’s infrastructure proposal.
The federal gas tax has been ﬁxed at 18.4 cents per gallon of gasoline and 24.4
cents per gallon of diesel since 1993, unchanged in 28 years.
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The group suggests tying gas and diesel tax rates to the rate of inﬂation,
highway construction spending, fuel-economy standards, or some combination
of those factors.
A tax on miles driven would capture taxes from all-electric vehicles, the group
noted.
Biden has proposed to ﬁnance his plan by raising corporate taxes from 21 to 28
percent, an idea that has drawn ﬁrm opposition from Republicans in Congress.
TREND FORECAST: We note this new tax proposal because this will be the
future of America and most of the world. The politicians who destroyed the
global economy will continue to raise taxes to make up for the lost revenue
streams that have dried up as a result of their lockdowns, which have destroyed
millions of lives and livelihoods.
As we have forecast, there will be strong anti-tax, anti-vax, anti-establishment,
and anti-immigration political movements that will spring up across western
nations that will challenge ruling parties.

WILL EV'S JUICE THE ECONOMY?

A U.S. transportation system running
entirely on all-electric vehicles would save
every American household an average of
$1,000 a year by 2050 and bring two
million new jobs to the economy,
according to the 2035 Report 2.0, a study
by the University of California at Berkeley.
The conversion also would prevent 150,000 premature deaths attributable to
poor air quality and avoid $1.3 trillion in health care charges and
environmentally-related clean-up and similar costs over the next 30 years.
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Targeted government policies could convert the U.S. vehicle ﬂeet from fossil
fuels to batteries by 2035, the study said.
“The uptake of electric cars and trucks is already exceeding market projections,”
energy engineer Amol Phadke at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
said in comments quoted by Business Insider.
Targeted government policies could make rapid conversion practical “and the
necessary charging infrastructure can be built cost-eﬀectively without straining
electricity grids,” he noted.
Within ten years, U.S. carmakers could be selling electric cars only, with 80
percent of new trucks sold also running on electrons by then, reducing harmful
emissions by 35 percent nationwide, according to the report.
Electric trucks already are cheaper to own and operate than diesel versions,
calculated against the total per-mile cost to buy and operate the vehicles, the
study said.
By 2026, electric cars’ total costs will fall below those of gas buggies, it forecast.
The study factored in needed public charging stations, the electricity demand
those vehicles would create, and the total cost of the national conversion.
Federal, state, and local policy initiatives needed to make the transition possible
were detailed in Accelerating Clean, Electriﬁed Transportation by 2035: Policy
Priorities, a separate analysis by Energy Innovation, a nonpartisan policy
research ﬁrm in San Francisco.
Policy targets include stronger emissions standards, ﬁnancial incentives, and
labor standards that would foster domestic manufacturing, the ﬁrm reported.
TREND FORECAST: While the media and governments continue to focus on
electric vehicles, they ignore the downsides, which we have long been reporting
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on. Among them, the technology of EVs is not, and has not, being mastered. The
problem of recharging batteries, an 1800’s invention, will limit their mass-market
acceptability.
Also, we forecast that breakthroughs in combustion-engine development and
higher-eﬃciency motor oils that signiﬁcantly increase miles per gallon and
diminish pollution also will help stall the move toward EVs.
And there are other challenges to EV, as documented in our 13 April “SPECIAL
REPORT: THE EMERGING HYDROGEN ECONOMY.”
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TRENDS ON THE GLOBAL
ECONOMIC FRONT

ECB: MORE MONETARY METHADONE
The European Central Bank (ECB) will continue its bond-buying stimulus
program unchanged and will leave it in place longer than the U.S. Federal
Reserve continues its spending spree, bank president Christine Lagarde said at
a 22 April news conference reported by the Wall Street Journal following bank
oﬃcials’ monthly meeting.
The bank will hold its benchmark interest rate at -0.5 percent and not curtail
buying the debt of euro countries until at least March 2022, Lagarde added.
Bank oﬃcials did not discuss curtailing bond purchases at this month’s meeting,
she noted.
In its meeting last month, ECB oﬃcials quickened the pace of the bank’s bond
purchases to avoid an “unwarranted” hike in commercial interest rates.
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The ongoing stimulus is needed because of the region’s sluggish vaccine
campaign and rolling economic lockdowns in some areas, which have slowed
economic recovery and probably sent Europe back into recession in the year’s
ﬁrst quarter, she explained.
“We still have a long way to go for the economy to become sustainable,” she
said.
Europe’s economy will not regain its pre-pandemic growth rate until the second
half of 2022, Lagarde predicted, which is more than a year later than the U.S.
recovery forecast by the Congressional Budget Oﬃce.
“If you look at expectations in the United States and in the euro area, we are not
on the same page,” she said.
Fed oﬃcials have denied rumors of a planned interest rate increase this year
and, unlike the ECB, have not tried to slow the growth in Treasury securities
yields.
The Eurozone’s economy will grow about 6 percent this quarter after shrinking 1
percent in the ﬁrst, JPMorgan has said. In contrast, the U.S. GDP expanded 5
percent during the ﬁrst three months of this year and will double that pace this
quarter, JPMorgan has predicted.
The ECB’s forecast is more modest, calling for 1.3-percent growth in the
Eurozone this quarter.
TREND FORECAST: Yes, Ms. Lagarde is correct in saying, “We still have a long
way to go for the economy to become sustainable.”
That comment was made before Europe’s largest and strongest economy,
Germany, announced that much of the country will be locked down for another
two months! (See our new article, “GERMANY: MORE LOCKDOWNS.”)
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And, it should be noted that the EU was heading toward recessionary growth at
the end of 2019... before governments launched the COVID War.
With international travel restrictions still in place and the EU pushing for vaccine
passports, tourism, which accounts for double-digit percentages of GDP for
many nations, will not rebound to pre-COVID War levels.
Thus, while there will be a sharp bounce-back when the COVID War “oﬃcially”
ends, future European Union growth will trend toward moderate and negative in
the coming years.

MORE CHIP SHORTAGES, HIGHER INFLATION

As the company announced weakened
ﬁrst-quarter earnings, Intel CEO Pat
Gelsinger warned that the worldwide chip
shortage will continue until companies
increase their manufacturing capacity to
meet renewed demand, which could take
as long as two years, he said.
Despite chip makers scurrying to increase production, the chip shortage created
by consumer demand during the COVID WAR continues to plague makers of
electronics and other appliances.
Auto factories are shutting down because they remain unable to get hold of
enough of the little silicon wafers.
Indeed, the global shortage of computer chips has become a crisis in the auto
industry, manufacturers say. Daimler has cut hours for 18,500 workers as it
waits for more chips.
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Jaguar Land Rover has shut two assembly plants in England for at least a week
because they have run out of chips; Ford has extended the shutdowns already in
place at ten plants in Canada, Europe, and the U.S.
Ford has shut its site in Turkey until at least June. The shortage also is likely to
idle the company’s U.K.’s parts plants, the Financial Times reported.
During last year's global economic shutdown, demand for new cars crashed
while consumers' appetite for smartphones and other electronics soared.
Chipmakers diverted their eﬀorts away from the car industry and now have been
stung by the sudden, expected surge in demand among car buyers.
The chip supply “remains very unstable and uncertainty is high,” Volvo CEO
Martin Lundstedt said in comments quoted by the FT.
TREND FORECAST: While President Biden’s $2.3-trillion infrastructure proposal
includes $50 billion to strengthen and expand the U.S. chip industry, it will do
little to reverse the reliance on other nations for hi-tech materials and products.
Moreover, we illustrate this global shortage of chips as more evidence that rising
prices will spike inﬂation... it is a simple supply and demand equation: High
demand and less supply = higher prices, and the higher prices go up, the more
inﬂation rises.
As inﬂation rises, central banks will raise interest rates. The higher interest rates
rise, the deeper the global economy and equity markets will fall.

BLACKSTONE GOBBLING UP INDIA’S STORAGE SPACE

Blackstone Group, the largest owner of India’s
oﬃce buildings, will spend $720 million to buy
3.5 million square feet of warehouse space and
development sites that could sprout another 18
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million square feet, the Wall Street Journal has reported.
Blackstone has set its sights on online shopping’s growth in the country, the
WSJ said.
E-commerce accounts for just 4 percent of retail trade in India, compared to 12
percent in the U.S. and 24 percent in China, according to KPMG India.
Amazon and Walmart’s Flipcart Group are reportedly expanding operations there
to accommodate Indian shoppers who have discovered the convenience of
Internet buying during successive economic lockdowns during the pandemic,
analysts report.
Blackstone typically does not build from scratch. However, it plans to do so in
India, where large industrial buildings are rarely for sale, Christopher Heady,
chief of Blackstone’s Asian real estate operations, told the WSJ.
“You’re talking about a country with one billion-plus people and hardly any
modern warehouses,” he said.
Singapore’s EverStone Group, a private equity ﬁrm, and the Canada Pension
Plan Investment Board are among others entering the market to provide logistics
space for online retailers, the WSJ reported.
TRENDPOST: Again, we note this Wall Street Journal to illustrate how the “Bigs”
keep getting bigger, and the few – as with the billionaires getting $8 trillion richer
since the COVID War began – will dominate all business sectors.
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NESTLÉ NEARING PURCHASE OF VITAMIN MAKER

Nestlé, the world's largest food company,
is in discussions to buy Bountiful Co.,
maker of protein bars, Nature's Bounty
and Puritan's Pride vitamins, and Osteo
Bi-Flex joint-care supplements, among
other nutrition-related items.
Nestlé, with about $9.4 billion in cash on hand at 2020’s end and a market value
of almost $340 billion, is moving aggressively into the market for nutritional
oﬀerings as consumers show growing interest in wellness products.
The deal values Bountiful at $5 billion to $7 billion, insiders told the Wall Street
Journal.
Bountiful is majority-owned by KKR & Co., a New York private equity ﬁrm.
The deal is not certain; Bountiful also is contemplating an initial public stock
oﬀering.
Bountiful claims to be the largest pure-play nutrition company in North America
and one of the world’s three largest such businesses.
TRENDPOST: As we have noted, merger and acquisition activity continues to
accelerate (especially as money is cheap to borrow), and the “Bigs” are
accelerating domination across all market sectors.
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GOING DOWN, GOING BUST, GOING OUT

RESTAURANT CHAINS: THE
CASUALTY LIST. The pandemic and
resulting economic shutdown damaged
about 110,000 restaurants in the U.S.,
estimated by the National Restaurant
Association. Among the popular chains
that sank into bankruptcy:
● Bar Louie. “The Original Gastrobar” serving upscale food and drinks;
● Bamboo Sushi. West Coast chain where the sushi was sustainable but
not the business;
● Bravo Italian Kitchen. 27 sites in 14 states;
● Brio Italian Grille. Serving 15 states across the country;
● California Pizza Kitchen. Serving California-style pies at 250 eateries in
11 countries;
● Chuck E. Cheese. Pizza, arcade games, and animatronics nationwide;
● Cosi. A Boston-based chain known for its ﬂatbreads and named after its
founder’s favorite opera;
● Fig & Olive. Celebrates olive oil and Mediterranean cuisine in the eastern
U.S.;
● Garbanzo Mediterranean Fresh. Falafel, hummus, and Greek casual at
locations around the U.S.;
● Grand Rapids Brewing Co. An alliance of six Michigan microbreweries
that opened a restaurant;
● Hopcat. Beer and upscale bar food at 17 locations across eight states;
● Il Mulino. “The Mill,” an Italian steakhouse and grocery in Quebec, Florida,
and the U.S. Northeast;
● Krystal. The Southern burger chain known for sliders;
● Le Pain Quotidien. Soups, sandwiches, and bakery goodies at 50 sites in
California, Florida, and the U.S. Northeast;
● Maison Kayser. French bakery chain started in Paris and spread to 16
storefronts in New York City;
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● Quickﬁsh. Serving Asian fusion food in the Paciﬁc Northwest;
● Ruby Tuesday. Upscale casual fare at more than 200 eateries across the
U.S.;
● Village Inn. Renowned for its pies.
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TRENDS IN THE MARKETS

THE FED’S DANGEROUS GAME
By Gregory Mannarino, TradersChoice.net
The Federal Reserve is playing a dangerous game… dangerous for us.
It is no secret that the Federal Reserve has become the lender and buyer of last
resort, fulﬁlling their century-old goal.
It is the central banks of the world that are working in concert to bring about a
new ﬁnancial system; one under their complete control. This scheme extends far
beyond the ﬁnancial system. The central banks of the world, which are in fact
the real government of the world, want to control and own it all.
Today, the Federal Reserve is involved in a revolving-door scheme. For now, it’s
a game involving two doors, which is leading to a third. Here is how it works.
First, one must understand a single, basic truth: the Federal Reserve has ONLY
ONE product, and that product is debt. The Fed issues, buys, and manipulates
debt. Period.
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Today, the Federal Reserve is perpetrating the crime of the century, and virtually
no one is talking about it.
Being that we know the ONLY product of the Federal Reserve is debt, I will show
you how they are manipulating that debt to their own beneﬁt.
The Federal Reserve is on a currency-creation binge. Every second of every day,
24 hours a day, 365 days a year, this cash is created from nothing. Moreover,
every single dollar is a unit of debt, which is owned by the central bank and
owed back to the central bank plus interest, which they also create out of thin
air.
So, through one door, the Fed is creating debt, in unprecedented amounts. To
be clear, the more debt a central bank can create, the more powerful they
become. Via this mechanism, the Federal Reserve has become THE most
powerful organization on Earth, and it is privately owned.
Then there is a second door.
So, we know that through one door, the Fed is creating epic sums of cash out of
thin air. Then this cash moves through a second door and is being used to buy
assets, including more debt. Remember again, the more debt a central bank
owns, the stronger they become. The main reason why the Federal Reserve is
utilizing this revolving-door mechanism is to speed up the amount of debt it is
issuing, thereby becoming exponentially stronger.
Out one door the Federal Reserve is issuing debt, then in through another door,
they are using this newly-created debt to buy existing assets and more debt! It is
an incredible phenomenon.
This revolving/double door mechanism of debt issuance/accumulation is
massively inﬂationary by design, thereby opening yet another door.
This third door is leading to a deliberate currency crisis.
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Just two weeks ago, the U.S. dollar hit an all-time low regarding its purchasing
power, and now, even the mainstream media is addressing the issue of rising
prices/inﬂation.
The Federal Reserve is determined to kill the dollar in its current form and is
utilizing this revolving-door mechanism to create inﬂation.
For the Federal Reserve to attain complete control over the world ﬁnancial
system, the dollar must go 100% digital, so every single transaction can be
tracked.
Make no mistake about it – that is exactly what is going to happen.
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TRENDS IN SURVIVALISM

THE RISE OF MINDLESS, INSANE VIOLENCE
by Bradley J. Steiner, American Combato
I have been teaching self-defense and combat arts since the mid-1960s.
I have studied violence in military, intelligence, law enforcement, and private
sector contexts: how it occurs, who does it, why they do it, and what can be
done about it.
I have studied the best methods of personal combat and defense – with and
without weapons; how to impart these methods to students of every
conceivable background; and the application of all types of skills, tactics, and
weaponry to the needs of public and private persons who encounter violent
attacks in every context.
In 1975, I founded a comprehensive American martial arts system – American
Combato – which is now known internationally and is widely respected. In short,
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I am not easily shocked, surprised, or moved by encounters with or reports of
violence.
But I concede that despite a background I think may fairly be described as
professional and extensive, a news story brought tears to my eyes and kindled a
desire to beat and torture a sonofabitch in a wild outpouring of blind fury and
rage.
An 11 August 2020 news report recounted the story of how one Darius Sessoms
(age 25) calmly approached the ﬁve-year-old son of his next-door neighbor and
shot him dead. This demonic act was witnessed by the tot's sisters (seven and
eight years old, respectively) and a neighbor. The neighbor apparently took the
casual approach of Sessoms toward the child as an intention to play with the
little fellow: Cannon Hinnant. When the monster shot the child, the witness could
not believe what he had just seen.
Here, ladies and gentlemen, is an act that justiﬁes torture. Anyone who would
shoot a ﬁve-year-old for riding his bike on their lawn (the murderer’s apparent
motive), belongs in Hell.
And something we all must come to grips with now, in this insane period of
American history, is that a growing number of twisted, evil, deranged monsters
are rearing their heads among us. God forbid, we may have to deal with one or
more of these subhuman, vile life forms in the months and years ahead.
In a manual I wrote on the subject of combat handgun miscellany, I emphasized
as a primary requirement not merely for the eﬀective use of ﬁrearms in
self-defense, but as absolutely necessary for the eﬀective application of
anything in self-defense, that an individual must be ready, willing, and able to
take a life if necessary. This, or not bother being armed (with a weapon or with
serious knowledge of unarmed self-defense) in the ﬁrst place. This does not
mean, and is not intended to imply that one ought to be anxious or eager to take
a life; only that, in this feral world, he is PREPARED to do so, to protect and save
innocent life; his own, or someone else’s.
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Self-defense is serious business!
I write for the Trends Journal because I know how honest and marvelous a man
Gerald Celente is. He is warning and educating readers, and I believe
wholeheartedly in contributing to the preparedness of decent people everywhere
to survive and to defend themselves when necessary in these extremely chaotic
and dangerously unpredictable times.
The Trends Journal goes to people who aspire to live free, human lives; to enjoy
health, safety, success, ﬁnancial security, and happy family lives. But to do so –
today – it is more critical than it has been ever before in American history that
decent people be ready and able to protect themselves and their own!
Absolutely freakish monsters like the one who murdered little ﬁve-year-old
Cannon Hinnant are coming out of the woodwork. The psychiatrist Robert M.
Lindner, author of the book Rebel Without A Cause, wrote that the psychopath
appears in large numbers during the collapse of a civilization.
Well, if you subscribe to Trends, it will come as no surprise that we are
experiencing the collapse of Western civilization right now – and this appearance
of violent, dangerous, I would even say “soul-less” psychopathic wildlife in
urban and even suburban America was correctly predicted by Dr. Lindner.
You need to learn how to protect yourself! You need to learn how to defend
yourself with and without weapons. You should regard home and family,
business and travel, and recreational security measures (which you will be
learning right here in my articles) as absolutely vital. Learn these things and
make use of them to safeguard yourself and your loved ones before tragedy
strikes and renders preparation impossible.
If I have stirred you up, maybe even scared you a little, and made you cognizant
of just how dangerous these dangerous times really are, then I have achieved
my purpose. Now here’s to the safety, well-being, and prosperity of you and
yours; things which – henceforth, if you have not been keen to pursue the
necessary steps to master the mechanics and mental conditioning of
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self-defense until now – you will undertake with deadly earnestness and
vigorous commitment.
In Memoriam:
It is with deep sadness that we announce the passing of our beloved friend,
Bradley J. Steiner. May his soul rest in peace.
In his legacy, we are ﬁghting the “Brad Steiner ﬁght” – the good ﬁght. The ﬁght
for each person to be the person they want to be and to protect themselves
when their lives are being viciously threatened by enemies of Freedom, Peace,
and Justice.
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TRENDS IN TECHNOCRACY

By Joe Doran
NEXTGOV: WHAT IT IS AND WHY IT MATTERS
Ever wonder how the deep state and mega corporations coordinate on a
practical level?
Nextgov.com, though little known to most of the general public, is an important
nexus point. The portal serves as a place where government agency bureaucrats
can access tech advisories and white papers by leading tech corporations. The
site is “sponsored” by those same companies.
The white papers advocate for technologies being developed and sold by the
corporations and present use cases for the government. What does it mean for
average Americans? It means corporations are constantly plying unelected
bureaucrats to adopt ever more invasive technologies. It’s a quid pro quo of
greater control for apparatchiks and greater proﬁt for tech companies.
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Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, Cisco, Hewlett Packard, Adobe, and Intel are just some
of the larger companies that sponsor and use the Nextgov website to connect
with government agency movers and shakers. Many smaller, cutting-edge tech
companies also utilize Nextgov to promote their technology “solutions.”
It’s a diﬀerent nexus point than, say, elected oﬃcials or staﬀers being courted by
corporate lobbyists. Nextgov is aimed directly at the day-to-day operators of the
deep state. These are longtime – indeed, often lifetime – government employees
who wield much of the real policy power within a vast government bureaucracy.
Before downloading whitepapers, visitors to the Nextgov website must ﬁll out a
form detailing which government agency they work for, their position within the
agency, as well as other information including contact email, phone number, etc.

Some recent whitepapers focusing on pedaling artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) related
technologies to federal agency decision makers read like a Who’s Who of giant
tech corporations:
● Using open source to support explainable AI in the public sector
(sponsored by Red Hat)
● Defense One eBook: AI & Autonomy (sponsored by Amazon Web
Services, Carahsoft, and Netskope)
● The AI Break: Bursting Healthcare Boundaries (sponsored by BRMi)
● Government Uninterrupted: 3 Guiding Principles Shaping Your Digital
Future (sponsored by Adobe)
● Nextgov eBook: Cloud Security (sponsored by DLT | IBM, immixGroup,
NetApp, Veritas, Iron Bow Technologies, Microsoft, Intel-2020, Hewlett
Packard Enterprise, and Cisco)
● Government Agencies: New Demands, New Technology Needs
(sponsored by Okta)
● It’s Time for Government to Embrace Social Media (sponsored by
Carahsoft and Hootsuite)
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Nextgov’s “About” page sums up their mission while claiming they are
something akin to a news site:
Through news, analysis and insights from our award-winning journalists
and a nationwide community of expert voices, Nextgov provides the ﬁrst
word on technology and government. Nextgov contributors include
inﬂuential thinkers across government, academia and the private sector
providing fresh and provocative insights on key federal IT topics.
The “Government Executive Media Group” responsible for the site notes it is the
“most trusted information resource serving senior decision makers in
government.”
But plenty of the “expert voices” that make Nextgov possible are the
mega-corporations that fund and utilize the site to sell their wares to those
senior decision makers in government.
Perhaps one of the most ominous things about “Nextgov” is conveyed by its
chosen name. The quickly metastasizing 21st-century deep state isn’t evolving
via the input and power of a well-informed “We The People” electorate, but by
corporations with unprecedented hooks into data, technology, and government
administrators.

ARMY DEVELOPING WAR MACHINE “FLESH” ROBOTS

Speaking of Nextgov, a featured article on
the site this past week detailed a
“Franken-army” technology that would
fuse bio-lab grown ﬂesh with AI-driven
robotics.
Army Research Laboratory scientists are
experimenting in using living muscle tissue to make otherwise relatively bulky
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androids more nimble and able to move like living creatures. “Biohybrid
robotics” could eventually be used to create weaponry more dexterous and
dangerous than even the best human soldiers.
“This is wholly new to the lab, and the ﬁeld itself is still relatively young,” said Dr.
Dean Culver, one of the research scientists. Culver says he ﬁrst became
interested in natural bionics while studying mechanical engineering at Duke
University.
“After I graduated, one of the natural extensions of that is ‘Hey, how
exactly do muscles work? How do organisms store energy and turn that
into motion? And it turns out that we knew less about the answer to that
question than I had originally anticipated. So, there are obvious
applications of that in robotics, and the design of mechanisms and new
vehicles, for the Army. That brings us to today—I’m still working on that
problem.”
Culver said some of the aims of combining robots with organic musculature
were to create “devices” that last a long time, are really resilient, quiet, and
energy-eﬃcient. He noted that current, typical army robotics designed to move
and carry equipment over diﬃcult terrain can’t compare with the eﬃciency of
animals like wolves. Culver said,
“We look at a wolf in nature: It probably weighs about the same, can pull
much more and can travel hundreds of miles without really eating, take a
nap and do the same thing the next day… There’s a huge performance
disparity between those two things. And if we can oﬀer the ability for
robots to go out on these long missions, based on these design principles
that we can understand from observing nature—that’s a huge step
forward.”
Predictably, scientists at the Army Research Laboratory appear to be unbound
by any ethical or regulatory criteria in their pursuits of surreal AI-driven hybrids
of robotics and ﬂesh built – and grown – to surpass human capabilities to
eﬃciently destroy.
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THIS WEEK IN SURVEILLANCE

POST OFFICE PLAYING SPYMASTERS.
News broke this past week that the USPS
has been running a program called iCOP
(Internet Covert Operations Program).
Does it target agents of Communist
Chinese or members of international drug
cartels? No. The initiative, embedded in the Postal Service, exists to target
“domestic terrorists.”
According to Yahoo News, which broke the story, “The work involves having
analysts trawl through social media sites to look for what the document
describes as ‘inﬂammatory’ postings and then sharing that information across
government agencies.”
The pretext for the program launched with the Biden administration was the 6
January Washington, DC protest.
“What we’ve seen since January 6th, we’ve seen a speciﬁc targeting of Trump
supporters, so this isn’t about targeting all Americans,” journalist Lee Smith
commented on the revelations in an interview on OANN. Smith has written
several books detailing how U.S. intelligence agencies spied on and sabotaged
the Trump administration. “It’s about targeting a very particular subset of
Americans, a large subset of Americans, and those happen to be... you can look
at it two ways. Either supporters of Donald Trump, or people who did not for Joe
Biden to be President.”
Illegal political spying on Americans isn’t new. Eric Snowden famously opened
many eyes to the extent spy agencies, including the NSA, have been surveilling
its citizenry. Even before Snowden, other whistleblowers and groups like the
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Electronic Frontier Foundation were sounding alarms over George W. Bush and
Obama-era programs that comprehensively sifted internet packets along the
internet’s backbone network lines to capture email content, etc.
But the subversion of the USPS into yet another tentacle of the American
domestic spy network is a new level of betrayal of the privacy and political
freedoms and rights of Americans.
The USPS program does things like report on people planning protests or
voicing politically incorrect views in opposition to government policies like
coercive lockdowns and vaccinations, opposition to illegal immigration, support
for Second Amendment rights, and, indeed, First Amendment rights.
Republicans Jim Jordan, Matt Gaetz, and Mo Brooks, all members of the House
Oversight Committee, have called for a hearing with Chief Postal Inspector Gary
Barksdale by 28 April regarding the Yahoo News report.
LEGAL AUTHORITY? NOT NEEDED FOR FEDERAL AGENCIES FIGHTING
“CYBER THREATS.” The deep state continues to bilk “security” as a pretext to
grab all the power it deems ﬁt – no laws or oversight from citizens required.
A recent example is a Department of Education (DOE) initiative “proactively”
neutralizing threats from web domains that don’t even exist.
That’s right. The DOE has empowered itself to buy up prospective domain
names and go “outside its perimeter” in other ways, with the purported motive
to protect citizens from malicious websites and activities that might be created
or carried out.
The DOE’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Oﬃce (CISO) head Steve Herandez
explained the extra-legal pursuits of the department acting together with
Homeland Security while speaking last Tuesday at an event hosted by
cybersecurity ﬁrm ZeroFOX.
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“[At] most federal agencies I’ve been at, there’s a foundational premise
that the law must say we can, and we started this conversation, just based
on the pure necessity of saying actually hang on, stop, where does it say
we can’t?
If there’s nothing out here saying we can’t, and we’ve already checked our
appropriations and defending our programs and maintaining our ﬁduciary
responsibility for the taxpayer dollars is squarely within the authorities of
our appropriations, then frankly we ought to be doing this.”
Hernadez’s expansive view of federal powers goes beyond even the loosest
construction of established law. Authorities can only exercise powers that are
explicitly laid out by laws or clearly necessary to accomplish their
implementation. “Enumerated Powers” comprises the whole framework of
American jurisprudence, and the nation’s legal history is ﬁlled with case law that
rejects governmental authorities operating by ﬁat.
“Pre-Crime” Fighting And Ad-Hoc Spying
But the DOE’s CISO seems to have missed those classes. At the cybersecurity
event, Hernandez enthused that the new, self-granted agency authorities would
allow the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) to eliminate
threats outside their perimeter. That includes ad-hoc initiatives like inﬁltrating
and monitoring communications on secure messaging apps like Signal and
Slack.
And he reportedly giggled describing some of the methods his “threat-hunting
team” has made for putting suspicious URLs out of reach.
“We leveraged our procurement authorities and we went out and bought
up a bunch of URLs that looked similar, or that we thought would be likely
candidates for exploitation kind of preemptively going out and saying, you
know, we’re gonna solve these problems before they start.”
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Hernandez said the eﬀorts of his cybersecurity team were substantially focused
on stopping ﬁnancially motivated attacks, explaining there are “trillions of
dollars” ﬂowing through the department each year, rendering it a target for
malicious actors.
In fact, past analyses have pointed out that government employees themselves
are among the biggest wasters and pilferers of the public coﬀers. Cyber
criminals could only dream of siphoning one trillion dollars from government
resources. But that’s what gets wasted or outright stolen in a given year.
Obscene sums of money notwithstanding; eavesdropping ﬁshing expeditions;
snapping up domains that haven’t been activated, let alone used in crimes; and
a carte blanche ethos on other cyber combat pursuits might make average
Americans shudder.
With no positive grant of legal authority and no oversight, there’s no telling what
communications government agents are intercepting or what URLs they’re
taking oﬀ the table, etc. The potential for political or other abuse is huge.

BLOCKCHAIN BATTLES

GLOBAL BANK CONNECTED “TASK
FORCE” RECOMMENDS OUTLAWING
PRIVATE CRYPTO TRANSACTIONS. A
global entity called the “Financial Action
Task Force” (FATF) has come out with
new draft guidance calling for crypto
regulation that would further tighten
recommended protocols requiring detailed reporting on transactions.
According to theblockcrypto.com, previous guidance by the FATF in 2019
already obligates virtual asset service providers (VASPs) to share originator and
beneﬁciary information during transactions greater than $3,000.
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The new FATF guidance expands the deﬁnition of VASPs and regulations
surrounding them.
What the FATF proposes is consequential because the U.S., along with 38 other
nations, is a member of the globalist organization. Dozens of monetary control
bodies are also on board, including the World Bank, the European Central Bank,
the African Development Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the International
Monetary Fund, the International Organisation of Securities Commissions, the
U.N., etc.
At a 7 April meeting of G20 Finance Ministers & Central Bank Governors, an
oﬃcial communique expressed support for the FATF as “the global
standard-setter to prevent money laundering, terrorist ﬁnancing, and
proliferation ﬁnancing.”
It’s clear the FATF is being used to percolate regulations that protect the powers
of international banking authorities under the rubric of combating scourges like
drug dealing and human traﬃcking. The organization’s homepage alludes to the
problems of “virtual assets,” linking to an entire section devoted to outlining
abuses of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
But it’s telling that the homepage says virtually nothing about the current
American border crisis, which has seen a tragic surge in human traﬃcking and
dangerous drugs. Data just released by U.S. Customs and Border Protection
showed a 233 percent increase in fentanyl smuggled over the southwest border
compared to the ﬁrst quarter of 2020.
Also missing from the FATF homepage: info China’s reprehensible slave
traﬃcking of Uighurs or the funding mechanisms fueling a relentless tide of
Islamic radicals into Europe.
The FATF may pretend to be purely motivated by humanitarian concerns, but
their utter lack of independence from the world’s money control cartel renders
its moral authority, not to mention objectivity, questionable at best.
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WILL THE WORLD LEARN TO LOVE CHINA’S DIGITAL YUAN? The U.S. and
the Eurozone may be sounding alarms about the potential of China’s digital yuan
to disrupt the PetroDollar World Order. But the truth may be that China’s
centralized, completely controlled computer currency may be the secret envy of
central banks and authoritarian regimes the world over.
Experts seem to agree the yuan doesn’t present an immediate existential threat
to the U.S. dollar. “The digital yuan appears potentially more geopolitically
signiﬁcant as leverage over multinational companies and governments that want
access to China’s 1.4 billion consumers,” Bloomberg recently pointed out.
But the technical features of the digital yuan may end up being more signiﬁcant
for the world than China’s ambitions alone. As the WSJ and Technocracy News
recently detailed, “The location and ownership of each individual unit is recorded
and monitored. It can also be selectively switched oﬀ for any reason.”
Two Sides Currency Tech: Blockchain vs. Big Brother Coin
That kind of granular data mining potential and monetary control will likely prove
impossible for increasingly totalitarian-tilting western governments to resist. That
includes the U.S.
“If you think that the United States has a lot of power through our Treasury
sanctions authorities, you ain’t seen nothing yet,” said former Trump
administration U.S. deputy national security adviser Matt Pottinger at a hearing
last week of the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission. “That
currency can be turned oﬀ like a light switch.”
Pottinger and others say that with total currency control, China might do things
like putting an expiration date on issued yuan to stimulate spending within a
certain time frame. They would have economic and social credit analytics that
would take economic planning and political manipulation to new levels.
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And that is the irresistible attraction that will probably sway other nations in
building their dream digital currencies.
The elites of the west have ﬁnally caught on that decentralized blockchain
currencies aren’t just digital play money – at least not all of them. They weren’t
created to promote private corruption. They were designed to thwart
government monetary corruption.
But governments literally can’t aﬀord to lose the back door inﬂationary pipeline
to siphoning wealth to pay its bills and bribe constituents via control of the
money printing press. That’s why they’re using puppet organizations like the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) to paint decentralized, privacy-minded
blockchain currencies as hotbeds of money laundering and criminality.
And it’s why the digital yuan may be closely watched as a test case in how the
ﬂip side of technology, which might free the world from money manipulation,
might also end up binding the world into centralized, digital-currency-powered
slavery.

CRYPTOS SET UP FOR A FALL IN TURKEY? Following Turkey’s announced
ban on using cryptocurrencies for payment, the founder of Theodex, one of the
country’s largest exchanges, absconded last week, roiling crypto prices in
general. Theodex went dark, and Turkish oﬃcials found their villain to supply the
reason for their crackdown.
Turkey’s crypto payments ban is set to go into eﬀect on 30 April. So the
Theodex event comes at a very opportune time. Estimates of how many
Theodox investors may have lost money are still unknown.
U.S. media and Turkish authorities seized on the news. Cemil Ertem, a senior
advisor to Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, told Bloomberg, “Turkey will
undoubtedly carry out a regulation that’s in line with its economy, but also by
following global developments.”
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MSN at least pointed out that cryptocurrencies have drawn investment from
Turks because of corrupt and inept government monetary policies:
“[Turkish] Inﬂation hit 16.2% in March, more than three times the central
bank’s target of 5%. The Turkish lira has weakened 10% against the dollar
this year, its ninth consecutive year of losses...
Concern about the country’s dwindling foreign-exchange reserves, which
are negative when money borrowed by the government from private banks
via swap agreements are factored in, has fueled concern about both lira
and dollar deposits—and pushed savers into alternative investment
vehicles.”
Crypto investors don’t have to leave their money on exchanges, though many
do. And assets left at top exchanges like Coinbase or Binance are generally
considered very safe. But crypto assets can be sent to software or
hardware-based wallets that provide investors with much greater control.
According to some estimates, Theodex investor losses could be as high as $2
billion and aﬀect 390,000 users. But exchange founder Faruk Fatih Ozer has
disputed those numbers. In a statement on the company’s website, Ozer
promised to repay investors and to return to Turkey to face justice. The
government, meanwhile, moved to block the company’s accounts and detained
at least 62 people for questioning.
The Theodex collapse conveniently occurred as the volume of trade in Turkish
crypto markets was exploding. According to coingecko.com, trade volume in
cryptos was approaching $1.1 billion, or as much as a third of the traditional
Turkish stock market’s benchmark index of $3 billion.
Interestingly, Ozer’s family has direct ties to the Turkish government. His father
and three siblings have been civil servants. Ozer’s exact whereabouts are
currently unknown, though some reports have said he ﬂed to Albania, and
Turkish authorities are pressuring Albania to ﬁnd and hand him over.
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MOVERS OF THE WEEK. Top Blockchain currencies and technologies mostly
succumbed to the momentum of Bitcoin’s dive. News of various kinds, including
the Turkish Theodex saga, weighed on cryptos in general. Bitcoin plummeted
from recent highs in the $65,000 range, back under $50,000, perhaps indicating
that “digital gold” isn’t immune from manipulations that powerful interests exert
on physical gold.
No doubt a surging American economy is keeping money in the stock market
and may be lessening interest in cryptos, especially Bitcoin.
Right now, new home building and re-opening of state economies are buoying
the U.S. outlook. Consumers are unlocking their savings to get out of chaotic,
crime-ridden, and riot-prone metro areas. And warp-speed vaccines, though
addressing a largely phantom menace for people under the age of 70, are
lessening the COVID paralysis.
So far, cryptos like Maker and Ethereum have weathered the crypto vicissitudes
better than others, likely because they represent blockchain technologies that
support hundreds, or in the case of Ethereum, thousands of other blockchain
apps and projects.
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TRENDS ON THE COVID
WARFRONT

80% OF COUNTRIES ON U.S.’s “DO NOT TRAVEL” ADVISORY LIST
What good are these COVID-19 travel passports?
The U.S. State Department added new countries to its Do-Not-Travel advisory
list based on new virus infections in various countries.
The Wall Street Journal reported 80 percent of countries around the globe are
now on this list, and the Department recommended all Americans reconsider
traveling internationally due to the virus and its “unprecedented risks.”
“We believe the updated framework will help Americans make better-informed
decisions about the safety of international travel,” a spokesman from the
Department said, according to the paper. “This alignment better reﬂects the
current unpredictable and ever-evolving threat posed by COVID-19.”
Despite COVID cases dropping in the U.S., the virus is reportedly spreading
more rapidly around the world than at any time since the beginning of the
outbreak in January 2020.
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Devi Sridhar, a professor of global public health at the University of Edinburgh in
Scotland, told the Journal, “There’s this feeling that we have the vaccine, so it’s
over. There’s still a long way for this pandemic to run.”
The new additions to this list include Canada, Israel, Germany, Mexico, France,
India, and the U.K., the paper said. These countries are considered a “Level 4:
Do Not Travel.”
“As always, we are closely monitoring conditions around the globe, and will
regularly update our destination-speciﬁc advice to US travelers as conditions
evolve,” a statement read.
TREND FORECAST: Beyond the U.S. telling its citizens where they can go and
when, if Americans want to vacation in Europe – if and when the EU opens up
for tourism – they will have to get a COVID Jab... and have a COVID passport to
prove it.
As reported by RT.com, on Sunday, European Commission President Ursula von
der Leyen suggested that some sort of COVID-19 vaccination certiﬁcates will be
necessary for Americans visiting Europe.
And as reported in The New York Times, von der Leven said:
“All 27 member states will accept, unconditionally, all those who are
vaccinated with vaccines that are approved by EMA… The Americans, as
far as I can see, use European Medicines Agency-approved vaccines…
This will enable free movement and the travel to the European Union.”
If these “YOU MUST GET VACCINATED” government demands are not strongly
challenged by We the People, this will be just the beginning of mandatory
vaccines for the coronavirus and all those “diseases” that emerge in the future...
and emerged in the past.
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EXECUTIVE ORDERS? STATE LAWMAKERS SAYING “NO”
State lawmakers are presenting bills that
would make it harder for governors and
other oﬃcials to implement public-health
measures, like mask mandates, without
going through the legislature during the
next health emergency.
The COVID-19 outbreak has given
governors powers that many in the country never knew they had. With the
stroke of a pen, they have been able to invoke emergency orders to close
nonessential businesses, places of worship, and nearly every sector of private
business.
The Trends Journal has reported extensively on this power struggle within
states. (See our 13 October article, “U.S. COVID CASES UP, GOVERNORS
WANT TO LOCKDOWN” and our 21 July article, “GOVERNORS RULE, RIGHTS
DON’T MATTER.”)
The House of Representatives in North Dakota introduced legislation that would
ban mask mandates imposed by elected oﬃcials, the Wall Street Journal
reported.
The bill was quickly vetoed by Gov. Doug Burgum. He said the bill is dangerous
because it pulls an important “emergency tool from the emergency tool kit that
may be needed to help our state save lives and nimbly navigate future
pandemics and their unknowable challenges.”
The House overrode the veto, and the bill was introduced in the state Senate,
the report said.
The paper reported that lawmakers have also made a stand in Ohio and
weakened the governor’s powers. On 9 March, the Trends Journal published
the article, “CUOMO GETS STRIPPED, BUT NOT THE WAY HE WANTED,”
which reported on the New York State Senate’s move to prevent Cuomo from
issuing new coronavirus-related emergency orders.
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TRENDPOST: With more Americans suﬀering from mask fatigue, the number of
states still mandating face masks dropped from 36 to 28 over the past two
months.
It should be noted that the state of Michigan, whose Governor issued among the
strictest lockdown measures in the U.S., has just registered more COVID cases
in the past two weeks than Texas and California. And Texas has been open for
business-as-usual for almost two months. Yet, the fact that there are no
governor-ordered mask mandates, social distancing requirements, and vaccine
orders from the Lone Star State – and the COVID death and infection rates keep
dropping – is barely reported by the mainstream news.
TREND FORECAST: Should more lockdown orders be imposed next year when
“health oﬃcials,” Presstitutes, and politicians start selling the “Next COVID
Wave,” there will be great resistance from a near majority of the general public
and small businesses to have to follow their orders.
We maintain our forecast for the emergence of new anti-vax, anti-tax and
anti-establishment parties.
U.K.: ANTI-LOCKDOWN PROTESTS ERUPT
Massive protests, with numbers reportedly
in the tens of thousands, erupted in
London on Saturday as people took to the
streets to voice their objection to lingering
COVID-19 mandates in the city.
The Evening Standard reported the
demonstrators held up signs that read,
“Freedom is non-negotiable,” and they voiced anger over the city’s vaccination
campaign, which they called coercion. One sign read, “We are the ones you
failed to fool!” Another sign read, “Make inﬂuenza great again.”
The report said the demonstrators marched on Oxford Street and heckled some
diners who were wearing masks. The gathering was illegal but reports indicated
the vibe was jovial.
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“We stand together for freedom,” Laurence Fox, an actor and mayoral candidate,
said, according to the paper. “What a beautiful day, with the best people.”
RT.com reported that one of Fox’s campaign promise if elected is he will do
away with all COVID-19 restrictions. Fox slammed media outlets for refusing to
cover what some called the “biggest street party London has ever seen.”
The mainstream U.K. media covered recent climate change protests extensively
but did not cover the COVID protests.
TRENDPOST: As with Laurence Fox’s run for mayor of London, anti-vax,
anti-establishment, anti-tax, and anti-immigration political movements is a
megatrend we had forecast since the COVID War was launched in February
2020, which will be heard around the world.
While the U.K. announced that the country’s lockdown will all but wrap up by
late June if all goes well with the vaccination eﬀort and infection rate, should
there be a COVID variant, politicians will again impose draconian shelter-in-place
mandates.
JAPAN: COVID STATE OF EMERGENCY
Japan’s Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga
announced a new targeted state of
emergency to slow the spread of the virus
and attempt to prevent additional cases
stemming from Golden Week, one of the
country’s biggest national holidays.
The Financial Times reported that the
restrictions are expected to be in place until 11 May and will impact Tokyo,
Osaka, and Kyoto prefectures. Suga told the public he “sincerely” apologies for
“causing trouble for many people again.”
The FT reported that the lockdown calls for the complete closures of large shops
and venues that serve alcohol. Schools will remain open but people will be
encouraged to work from home.
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“We absolutely have to limit the movement’s people, and we have to do it
decisively,” Yasutoshi Nishimura, the minister in charge of the pandemic
response, said, according to the Guardian.
The latest state of emergency was declared three months before the summer
Olympics in Tokyo.
The Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare recorded 5,452 new
COVID-19 cases on Thursday and NPR reported that hospitalizations in the
country are increasing. The report said the country only approved one vaccine,
the Pﬁzer shot, which has been blamed for setting the country back.
TRENDPOST: The country of 126.3 million has recorded 9,800 deaths since the
start of the outbreak 14 months ago or the grand total of 0.00775 percent.
Over 14 months, that equates to just 0.000554 percent per month or an average
of 700 deaths per month. And it should be noted, which the mainstream media,
health oﬃcials, and politicians never do, of those alleged COVID deaths, over
half of them are people 80 years of age and older, and only 175 of them were
people under 60 years of age, according to statista.com.
As we have been reporting in the Trends Journal, the suicide rate in Japan has
sharply escalated as a result of the COVID War draconian rules. Last October,
more people died of suicide in just one month than from COVID in all of 2020.
Among women, unable to take the psychological and physical stress of ﬁghting
in the COVID War, some 7,000 women took their lives last year... a 15 percent
spike from 2019.

GERMANY: MORE LOCKDOWNS
Germany’s move to hit the “emergency
brake” on re-openings in areas
considered to be COVID-19 hotspots took
hold on Saturday and will remain in place
until 30 June, on speciﬁc parliamentary
approval.
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The total number of COVID deaths in the country of 83.02 million reached
81,158.
Of that total, as reported by DW, according to “Statista and based on RKI
ﬁgures, 89 percent of all COVID-19 deaths in Germany occurred in the age
group of 70 and older” and “the highest proportion of all deaths since the
beginning of the pandemic is found in the 80-89 age group.”
Facts Don’t Matter
As with most governments, who is dying from the virus, why, and how to take
care of those most susceptible to dying from it are ignored. Instead, they lock
down entire nations, states, and cities.
The reason now, as before, is because “cases” are rising. Yet, as we have
detailed, the PCR tests that determine cases are deeply ﬂawed, so the numbers
are not accurate.
See our past articles on the inaccuracy of PCR tests:
26 January: PCR TEST PROBLEMS: DÉJÀ VU ALL OVER AGAIN
26 January: WHO ADMITS: COVID TESTS FLAWED
12 January: FLAWED COVID TEST RESPONSIBLE FOR “MASS
HYSTERIA”
20 December 2020: PRIMARY COVID-19 TEST: “ERRORS AND FLAWS”
10 November 2020: “GOLD STANDARD” COVID TEST INTRINSICALLY
FLAWED
29 September 2020: COVID GOLD TEST PROVES TO BE “WORTHLESS”
In Germany, cities that register more than 100 infections per 100,000 residents
will have to restrict contacts to one household; implement a 10 PM to 5 AM
curfew (except for running alone until midnight); funerals are limited to 30
individuals; and nonessential businesses are allowed to stay open, but only
COVID-negative customers are allowed to shop there with an appointment. DW
reported if the incidence rate is higher than 150 per 100,000, only pre-ordered
goods will be allowed to be picked up.
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Chancellor Angela Merkel urged residents in the country to adhere to the
guidelines and “do what is necessary again.”
“This is something in our ﬁght against the pandemic, and I am convinced that it
is urgently needed because we are in the middle of the third wave,” she said.
Protests broke out Saturday in major cities like Frankfurt over the curfew
order. DW reported some 300 protesters marched and held up anti-lockdown
placards.
TRENDPOST: As we have been reporting, the length of lockdowns and times for
curfews are being made up without a scintilla of scientiﬁc evidence to support
them.
While most marched oﬀ to the COVID War when it was launched in March of last
year, DW reported that the most controversial element of the “emergency brake”
initiative is the curfew, which is being challenged in the country’s Federal
Constitutional Court.
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA: 22 FINED $22K
Canadian authorities (i.e., dictators) in
Halifax announced Saturday that they
issued 22 tickets for people in violation of
the COVID-19 guidelines on gathering
limitations in the provincial capital of Nova
Scotia.
“Enforcement of these restrictions remains
a vital part of the overall strategy to curb the pandemic,” the Halifax Regional
Police said in a statement. “We must follow the rules and do our part to slow the
spread of COVID-19 in our communities.” The restrictions will stay in place until
20 May.
The Halifax News reported that police responded to a report of a large social
gathering that exceeded the province’s limit of ﬁve, which was put in place a day
earlier. The limit includes both indoor and outdoor gatherings. The police issued
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a news release that urged residents to “educate and re-educate themselves” on
these public health guidelines.
Some of the restrictions:
●
●
●
●

Restaurants are closed to seated service;
Barber shops and spas are closed, as are museums and libraries;
Retail businesses and malls can only operate at 25-percent capacity;
No social events, special events, festivals, arts/cultural events, sports
events, faith gatherings, wedding receptions, or funeral visitation or
receptions.

“We are using these restrictions as a circuit breaker to prevent our case count
from increasing. We are taking quick action to limit the opportunity for the virus
to spread any further in local communities,” Premier Iain Rankin said, according
to CTV News.
TRENDPOST: Name the country, name the state and city. Whoever is in charge
makes up draconian rules that lack a shred of scientiﬁc evidence to support
them, which formerly free people must obey.
And while those in charge keep selling COVID Fear and Hysteria, never a word
from the mainstream media questioning, “Why are these rules being imposed
and enforced since the number of COVID alleged deaths are minuscule?”
In all of Nova Scotia, which has 971,000 residents, they have registered the
grand total of 67 deaths since the COVID War was launched last year. That
equals 0.0069 percent of the population who died from the virus.
Despite this tiny fraction – 0.00049 per month over 14 months – tens of
thousands of lives and livelihoods in the province have been destroyed while
liberty, love, joy, and beauty have been sucked out of life.
However, those protesting these ludicrous lockdown rules are beaten, ﬁned, and
ridiculed in their ﬁght for freedom. According to the Justice Center for
Constitutional Freedom, as of the end of last month, the survival rate of COVID in
Nova Scotia was 99.99 percent, and no one under 60 years of age died from the
virus. (See their report here.)
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CDC ADMITS: OBSESSIVE SANITIZING DOES “MORE HARM THAN GOOD”
It took until 19 April of this year for the
CDC to ﬁnally conﬁrm that:
“Disinfecting surfaces is typically not
necessary, unless a sick person or
someone positive for COVID-19 has been
in the home within the last 24 hours.”
And now it’s oﬃcial. CNN (a.k.a. the Cartoon News Network), which, for over a
year, has been overtly selling COVID War Fear and Hysteria, reported that
Vincent Hill, Chief of the Waterborne Disease Prevention Branch for the CDC,
said the “CDC determined that the risk of surface transmission is low, and
secondary to the primary routes of virus transmission through direct contact
droplets and aerosols.”
Sanitizer Danger
Hill went on to warn:
“Public inquiries indicate that some people may purposely drink, inhale, or
spray their skin with disinfectants, without understanding that use of
disinfectants in this way can cause serious harm to their bodies…
Nineteen percent wash food products with bleach, which could lead to
their consumption of bleach that isn’t washed oﬀ, which can damage the
body because bleach is toxic. Eighteen percent used household cleaner
on bare skin, which can damage the skin and cause rashes and burns.”
A Year Too Late
To show just how backward, slow, and wrong the so-called “health experts” at
the inﬂuential CDC have been, the Trends Journal reported back on 14 April
2020 that a top German virologist conducted a study in a town hard hit by the
coronavirus that showed the germophobic obsession to clean everything in fear
of the virus was not justiﬁed by the data.
As noted in our article, “A TOUCH OF SANITY IN A WORLD GONE MAD?”:
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Dr. Hendrick Streeck, professor of virology at the University of Bonn,
stated research shows “no transmission of the virus in supermarkets,
restaurants, or hairdressers has been proven.” He also noted that there
was no evidence of living viruses on surfaces such as door handles or
phones.
On 5 May 2020, the Trends Journal called attention again to the idiocy of the
“be careful what you touch” mania that was sweeping the country thanks to the
CDC and other health “experts.” As written in our article, “THE ‘NEW
ABNORMAL’ BUSINESS MODEL”:
Under the rules of the “New ABnormal,” consultations at beauty counters
will be no-touch, with samples applied to paper rather than to customers’
skin. Shoppers will be required to use hand sanitizer before trying on
watches or jewelry.
Only a few ﬁtting rooms will be open at a time, with employees cleaning
them frequently. Clothes that customers have tried on will be set aside for
24 hours before being put back on display.
TRENDPOST: Decisions on what to do and how to do it in the “New
ABnormal” world are clearly invented without providing any scientiﬁc data
to support decisions. For example, holding clothes customers tried on for
24 hours? What data was provided that 24 hours, 48 hours... or whenever
makes any practical sense?
SELLING FAUCI SANITIZER FRAUD
As we reported when the COVID War was
launched in March of last year, it was the
mainstream media that led the chorus of
germ-o-phobia.

article began with:
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“Dr. Fauci is the pillar of proper COVID-19 protocols. As the director of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, he’s been the leading
expert on the disease and has been constantly updating the public
with new warnings and information about the virus.”
And what were some of the key warnings America’s #1 expert on infectious
disease made last summer?
Microsoft News goes on not only to promote what Fauci said to do, unlike real
journalism, but they also went on to say you should not think for yourself and
instead, “Follow his advice and make sure your current routine doesn’t involve
any of the 7 Ways You’re Grocery Shopping Wrong During COVID-19.”
Among the warnings to shoppers by Dr. Fauci:
●
●
●
●

“You’re touching shared surfaces without washing your hands afterward;
You’re not wiping down your cart or basket;
You’re not sanitizing your credit cards after use;
You’re touching your face while shopping.”

TRENDPOST: Every one of these Fauci warnings was made with no scientiﬁc
evidence and have proven completely wrong. Yet, Fauci is adored by the
mainstream Presstitutes.
As the American Institute for Economic Research reported last Thursday, Fauci
“has accumulated well over 300 media appearances over the past year alone. On
Sunday, Fauci got a high dose of his television ﬁx, racking up for separate TV
appearances on ABC, CNN, CBS, and NBC.”
Thus, while “health experts” like Fauci are primetime heroes, those who
challenge the mainstream line of lies are called conspiracy theorists, are banned
from the media, and are condemned for not buying into the bullshit they keep
selling.
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HARDER THE LOCKDOWN, HIGHER THE COVID CASES
Authoritarian governors have been
justifying the terrible physical, emotional,
and ﬁnancial burdens their lockdowns
have caused by claiming they save lives.
But the data proves otherwise.
On 23 April, Blacklist News published the
article: “Texas Ended Lockdowns and
Mask Mandates. Now Locked-Down
States are Where COVID is Growing Most.” Commenting on empirical CDC data,
the website writes:
“By the logic of lockdown advocates, states with harsh lockdowns should
have far fewer cases and less growth in cases. This, however, is most
certainly not the case. In New Jersey, for example, where lockdowns have
been long and harsh, case growth is nearly four times what it is in Texas.
And then there are Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Rhode Island, Maine, and
New York, all of which have new case growth rates of more than double
what’s going on Texas.”
Texas vs. Michigan
On 10 March, Texas Governor Greg Abbott announced no more mask
mandates, and all businesses across the state could reopen.
The avalanche of criticism from mainstream media began immediately. Governor
Gavin Newsom of California, who was the ﬁrst in the U.S. to lock down his state
by “Executive Order,” said the Texas reopening was “absolutely reckless.”
The former Congressman from Texas who bombed out of the 2020 race for the
White House, Democrat Beto O’Rourke, called the loosening of lockdown
restrictions a “cult of death.”
And not to be outdone in the hysteric insistence on keeping lockdowns intact,
Vanity Fair (a.k.a. Vanity UnFair) published the article: “Republican Governors
Celebrate COVID Anniversary with Bold Plan to Kill Another 500,000 Americans.”
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To illustrate the example of the death of journalism and one-side reporting, Bess
Levin of Vanity Fair, noting that Mississippi Governor Tate Reeves also lifted the
lockdown mandates, called them “dumbasses who would rather score political
points with the anti-mask, anti-science brigade than avoid extending the
pandemic (and the country’s death toll) for who knows how long.”
Again, anyone who does not believe the Pressititute’s science and refuses to
swallow the crap they are selling is a “dumbass.”
And what does the recent data show when comparing Texas, which has
completely reopened, with Michigan, which still has a number of lockdown
restrictions?
Presstitutes Lie, Numbers Don’t
According to The New York Times updated coronavirus case count published on
25 April, Texas is averaging 11 coronavirus cases per 100,000 compared to
Michigan’s 54 per 100,000 (ﬁve times as many, as Texas and Michigan have the
highest case count in the country).
A comparison of overall death rates shows the two states very close with
Michigan suﬀering a small amount more.
Yet Blacklist News notes that in Michigan, “A variety of strict mask
mandates and partial lockdowns continue. Restaurant capacity remains at 50
percent, and the state continues to issue edicts about how many people one is
allowed to have over for dinner.”
New Jersey Blues & Florida Joy
The Garden State has been one of the ﬁve most-locked-down, according to
BestLife.com. Yet, its coronavirus case count is the second-highest in the nation
at 33 per 100,000 (three times higher than Texas).
When locked-down New Jersey is compared to Florida, the Sunshine State has
about half the caseload even though Governor Ron DeSantis reopened bars,
restaurants, beaches, and other major businesses back on 25 September. This,
despite Florida having one of the highest percentages of elderly citizens who are
most vulnerable to catching the virus.
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The mortality rate in reopened Florida is 27 per 100,000 compared to
locked-down New Jersey’s 34 per 100,000.
TRENDPOST: The New York Times quoted Florida Governor DeSantis, who
said,
“You can live like a human being. You aren’t locked down. People aren’t
miserable. President Biden’s new hope of getting Americans together to
celebrate with their families on the Fourth of July? We’ve been doing that
for over a year in Florida.”
The Times noted that “Florida’s death rate is no worse than the national average,
and better than that of some other states that imposed more restrictions, despite
its large numbers of retirees, young partiers and tourists. Caseloads and
hospitalizations across most of the state are down.”
And the Blacklist News article states, “The only state with notably lax COVID
policies that’s in the top ten of case growth is Florida, which nonetheless is
experiencing [coronavirus] growth rates that are slower than in states run by
lockdown fetishists like Andrew Cuomo and Phil Murphy.”
MASK TIDE TURNING
Last Thursday, CNN published the article
titled, “Do we still need to wear a mask
outdoors?”
It opens with the question, “If I’m walking
down the sidewalk and pass someone,
should I put my mask on?”
The writer notes, “As the warmer weather months arrive and the percentage of
vaccinated Americans gradually ticks upwards, these are some of the questions
a growing number of Americans are asking.”
The article quotes CNN’s chief medical expert Dr. Sanjay Gupta. Gupta notes
that if someone is vaccinated, “I’d say for the most part, you don’t need to wear
a mask outdoors… That’s because it’s known most viral transmission doesn’t
happen outdoors.”
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The article cites data from the November Journal of Infectious Diseases showing
COVID is almost 20 times more likely to be transmitted indoors than outdoors.
The CNN article points to CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky (who, on 19
March, warned of “impending doom” due to continued coronavirus spread).
Walensky said the CDC is “considering revising its mask guidance.” On NBC’s
Today Show last Thursday, she said, “We’ll be looking at the outdoor masking
question, but also in the context of the fact that we still have people who are
dying of Covid-19.”
Despite Media Resistance, More States Remove Mask Mandates
CNN acknowledges states are “planning to loosen outdoor mask requirements.”
In May, both Connecticut and Rhode Island plan to limit mask mandates to
indoor situations where people can maintain a three-foot social distance.
The network also quoted Dr. Ashish Jha, Dean of the Brown University School of
Public Health, who said, “I expect, over the next few weeks, states to start lifting
outdoor mask mandates.”
TREND FORECAST: We note this CNN article to illustrate how the tide of the
COVID War is changing. Before this, the Presstitutes were 100 percent pro-mask
promoters. Indeed, when playing reporters outside, with no one around them,
they wear their masks as they speak into the microphones held in their hands.
We forecast many states will ease lockdown restrictions this summer. Among the
results will be the takeoﬀ of the “Roaring 2021s” as the nation busts loose.
MIT CHALLENGES SOCIAL DISTANCING RULES
A new study published in the
Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences refuted there was no solid
evidence to support the long list of
various social distancing rules
recommended by so-called “health
experts” and imposed by politicians.
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The authors of the study are from MIT: Martin Bazant, professor of chemical
engineering, and John M. Bush, professor of mathematics. As CNBC made clear
in the title of its article on this report: “MIT researchers say you’re no safer from
COVID indoors at 6 feet or 60 feet in new study challenging social distancing
policies.”
The peer-reviewed study pokes huge holes in long-standing social distance
rules espoused by both the CDC and the WHO. According to Professor Bazant:
“We argue there really isn’t much of a beneﬁt to the 6-foot rule, especially
when people are wearing masks. It really has no physical basis because
the air a person is breathing while wearing a mask tends to rise and comes
down elsewhere in the room, so you’re more exposed to the average
background than you are to a person at a distance.”
Other salient points revealed by Professor Bazant in this peer-reviewed study:
“Opening windows or installing new fans to keep the air moving could also
be just as eﬀective or more eﬀective than spending large amounts of
money on a new ﬁltration system.
What our analysis continues to show is that many spaces that have been
shut down in fact don’t need to be. Oftentimes the space is large enough,
the ventilation is good enough, the amount of time people spend together
is such that those spaces can be safely operated even at full capacity and
the scientiﬁc support for reduced capacity in those spaces is really not
very good.
Six-feet social distancing rules that inadvertently result in closed
businesses and schools are ‘just not reasonable.’
This emphasis on distancing has been really misplaced from the very
beginning. The CDC or WHO have never really provided justiﬁcation for it,
they’ve just said this is what you must do and the only justiﬁcation I’m
aware of, is based on studies of coughs and sneezes, where they look at
the largest particles that might sediment onto the ﬂoor and even then it’s
very approximate, you can certainly have longer or shorter range, large
droplets.
The distancing isn’t helping you that much and it’s also giving you a false
sense of security because you’re as safe at 6 feet as you are at 60 feet if
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you’re indoors. Everyone in that space is at roughly the same risk,
actually.”
One of the most important observations this new empirical data helps make
clear is that wearing masks outdoors is almost always unnecessary. “If you look
at the air ﬂow outside, the infected air would be essentially swept away and very
unlikely to cause transmission. There are very few recorded instances of outdoor
transmission,” he said.
Professor Bazant added this fact could well be the reason Texas and Florida
have successfully reopened without mask mandates and restrictions on
capacity.
TRENDPOST: The MIT study conﬁrmed what the Trends Journal has been
advocating for over a year, as reported in our 14 April 2020 article, “THE
NUMBERS DON’T ADD UP” and our 14 July 2020 article, “TRANSMISSION
CONFUSION.”
Mr. Bazant also stated, “We need scientiﬁc information conveyed to the public in
a way that is not just fear mongering but is actually based in analysis.”
Indeed, in our 5 December issue, we featured the article: “CALIFORNIA: MORE
LOCKDOWNS. NO SCIENTIFIC DATA REQUIRED.”
LOCKDOWN LUNACY: AMERICANS SCARED OF CROWDS
A new survey taken by One Poll reveals that
two-thirds of the American public no longer
feels comfortable in a crowd. Over 2,000
were polled and the results, reported by
StudyFinds.org on 23 April, shows:
● Seventy-two percent believe they’re
better oﬀ having less direct contact with
others while traveling;
● Despite far fewer people traveling, only 17 percent agreed getting to one’s
destination is easier;
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● Nearly 60 percent pack COVID defensive devices such as masks, hand
sanitizers, and disinfectant wipes;
● 61 percent get annoyed faster now than before;
● About half of those polled said drinking, unlocking phones, and wearing
glasses are a struggle because of face masks and gloves.
Perhaps most alarming, the StudyFinds.org report of the One Poll survey
disclosed:
“Six in 10 would rather use their phone to message someone than speak
to them face-to-face. Another 63 percent would rather solve annoying
pandemic-era problems by phone or text as well. In fact, people would
rather text or message for everything—from receiving a refund, to blocking
an ex, to chatting with doctors.”
One respondent stated, “I’ve used my phone to text my kids and tell them to call
me. It’s been useful to get out of awkward situations and conversations.”
On 24 January, The Guardian published the article, “Lost touch: How a year
without hugs aﬀects our mental health.” The opening line sounds the alarm:
“Humans are designed to touch and be touched—which is why so many who
live on their own have suﬀered during the pandemic. Will we ever fully recover?”
In addition to the massive psychological problems caused by a fear of touch, it
signiﬁcantly reduces the eﬀectiveness of those needing medical care.
The Guardian interviewed Dr. Katerina Fotopoulou, professor of psychodynamic
neuroscience at University College London, who said,
“Touch is a modulator that can temper the eﬀects of stress and pain,
physical and emotional. We have seen in our research that a lack of touch
is associated with greater anxiety… We’re utterly reliant on the caregiver to
satisfy the body’s core needs. Little can be done without touch.”
TREND FORECAST: Even before the COVID War “oﬃcially” ends, there will be a
steady reversal of the fears that had the majority of the public believing in the
lockdown laws and obeying the rules imposed on them.
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As we continue to forecast, there will be exceptional OnTrendpreneur®
opportunities to address the needs and desires of multi-generations who are
ready to break out and let loose.
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TRENDS IN THE VACCINE
ROLLOUT

NO VACCINE PASSPORT, NO TRAVEL
France announced Thursday it plans to roll out a COVID-19 passport that will
impact domestic travelers and eventually expand to international departures to
French territories overseas, reports said.
The New York Times reported that the initiative stands to be one of the ﬁrst of its
kind in Europe. The paper said Paris has already started doling out digitally
certiﬁed records for those who have been vaccinated. Citizens can keep their
vaccination record on their smartphones. The app, called, TOusAntiCovid, will
be tried out on ﬂights to Corsica with Air France, the report said.
Cédric O, France’s Secretary of State for Digital, called the app “the ﬁrst step
towards safe travel across the European Union.”
French President Emmanuel Macron announced that he is also “ﬁnalizing” plans
to allow inoculated Americans to visit the country this summer as he
progressively lifts “the restrictions at the beginning of May.”
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“We are working hard to propose a very concrete solution, especially for U.S.
citizens who are vaccinated, so with a special pass, I would say,” he said.
TREND FORECAST: Today, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
accelerated the vaccine passport requirement:
“As was the case pre-pandemic, certiﬁcates of vaccination are a part of
international travel to certain regions and are naturally to be expected when
it comes to this pandemic and the coronavirus. How we actually roll that
out in alignment with partners and allies around the world is something that
we’re working on right now to coordinate.”
The push for vaccine passports will continue to accelerate, and the demand to
be vaccinated will expand beyond travel to work, school, and play.
UPDATE: NO JAB, NO COLLEGE
As the Trends Journal has been
reporting, colleges across the U.S. will not
allow young students to take in-person
classes unless they can prove they are
fully vaccinated from the COVID-19 virus.
On 21 April, the two public university
systems in California announced they will
require all returning students to be
vaccinated, which could impact 800,000 students in the California State
University and University of California systems.
The two systems announced Thursday that all faculty and staﬀ on school
property will be required to prove they’ve been vaccinated. We reported in the
30 March article, “NO JAB, NO COLLEGE,” that Rutgers in New Jersey was one
of the ﬁrst schools to announce the requirement.
“Adding COVID-19 vaccination to our student immunization requirements will
help provide a safer and more robust college experience for our students,”
Jonathan Holloway, the president of Rutgers, told CNBC.
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More than 30 colleges in the U.S. will require vaccines for students and faculty.
Yale, Georgetown, Stanford, Wesleyan, and Bowdoin are some of the schools
that have already put the requirement in place.
Politico reported the requirement is contingent on full U.S. FDA approval. The
report pointed out it is unclear when that approval will occur. The U.S. has
approved three jabs: Pﬁzer; Moderna; and Johnson & Johnson, which is a single
shot.
Joseph Castro, the CSU chancellor, said in a statement that the state has been
a “leader in the administration of COVID-19 vaccines, and Californians receiving
a vaccine has led to signiﬁcantly reducing the transmission of COVID-19 in our
state.”
“Continued vigilance will further mitigate the spread of the disease that has
radically altered our lives over the past year. We will continue to strongly
encourage all members of our respective University communities to receive a
COVID-19 vaccination as soon as it is available to them,” he said.
On Friday, Boston College and Maryland’s state university system announced it
will require all students, faculty, and staﬀ to get the COVID Jab before they
return to campuses in the fall.
TREND FORECAST: To date, over 30 U.S. colleges have enforced the No
Jab/No School mandate. We forecast this number will sharply increase as the
media and politicians will continue to report on “surging COVID cases” each
year. And, the mainstream message to young students, with a recovery rate of
99.997 percent, will be the only way to stop the deadly virus – that kills mostly
the elderly and those suﬀering from 2.6 preexisting chronic conditions – is to get
vaccinated.
TRENDPOST: Some colleges have been reluctant to require COVID-19 vaccines
for students because they are unsure about the legality of requiring otherwise
young, healthy students to take vaccines that are being used on an emergency
authorization.
About 30 percent of U.S. adults do not want to receive the vaccination. Legal
scholars have also said there is a grey area about whether or not a vaccine with
emergency use authorization can be mandated at institutions of higher learning.
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Statnews.com reported in February that the “abbreviated timelines” of the
emergency use authorization “means there is much the FDA does not know
about these products.”
The report pointed to Dr. Amanda Cohn, the executive secretary of the CDC’s
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices, who was asked her thoughts on
if the vaccine could be mandatory.
“Vaccines are not allowed to be mandatory. So, early in this vaccination phase,
individuals will have to be consented and they won’t be able to be mandatory.”
Toni Molle, a California State University spokeswoman, told the Associated Press
that the university’s formal mandate will depend on when the FDA gives full
authorization to the vaccines.
“We are announcing now so that students and employees have time to receive a
vaccination” by fall, she said.

U.S. VACCINATION CAMPAIGN: “HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT”
Last Wednesday The New York Times kept
up its policy of dutifully repeating without
any questioning the military language and
war analogies when referring to the federal
government’s vaccination campaign.
The self-proclaimed “Paper of Record”
headline read:
Nation Faces “Hand-to-Hand Combat” to Get Reluctant
Americans Vaccinated
The article opens with:
“Now that President Biden has met his goal to have all adults eligible for
the coronavirus vaccine, health oﬃcials across the country are hitting what
appears to be a soft ceiling: More than half the nation’s adults have
received at least one dose, but it is going to take hard work and some
creative changes in strategy—to convince the rest.”
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The Times notes close collaboration of the White House and major business
interests in getting Americans vaccinated when it quotes Michael Carney, an
executive with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, who said, “If you think of this as
a war, we’re about to enter the hand-to-hand combat phase of the war.”
Legal Argument
While the federal government is not allowed by law to mandate vaccinations, a
number of law experts claim private businesses can with few exceptions. On 2
December, Reuters quoted Lawrence Gostin, a global health law professor at
Georgetown University, who said, “Companies have every good reason to get all
of their employees vaccinated and also have an obligation to keep all employees
and customers safe.”
The Reuters article notes that Gostin and other health law experts have said that
private companies in the U.S. have “broad liberties to set health and safety
standards,” allowing them to mandate vaccinations as a condition of
employment with some exceptions.
They are supported by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission which,
according to the article, “has told employers that they can require vaccination to
protect public health.”
The Reuters article interviewed Robert Field, a professor of law and public health
at Drexel University, who said, “Employers are on shakier grounds because of
the emergency use authorization.”
However, other “legal scholars” have stated that companies can do as they wish
regardless of whether the vaccine is for emergency use or not. Moreover, it is
only a matter of time before the FDA will “oﬃcially approve” the COVID jabs.
TREND FORECAST: As of Sunday, according to the CDC, 28 percent of
Americans are fully vaccinated. They estimate that by the end of August, some
85 percent will have gotten two shots.
However, data shows ingrained resistance among religious groups, such as
Evangelicals, who comprise about 30 to 35 percent of America’s population,
according to Wheaton College’s Institute for the Studies... a signiﬁcant
percentage who do not trust the vaccine.
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TRENDPOST: As we wrote in our 13 April article, “MEDIA: GET JABBED, END
THE COVID WAR”:
For those requiring proof that there are serious concerns about the COVID
vaccinations, of the workers most vulnerable to allegedly getting infected –
healthcare workers in nursing homes – only 37.5 percent of them have
taken up oﬀers to be vaccinated. Indeed, with so many nursing home
patients being vaccinated with a wide array of shots for various “medical”
reasons, these frontline workers have witnessed ﬁrsthand the pros and
cons of Big Pharma injections.
As Robert Field, the law and public health expert quoted in the Reuters article
cited above pointed out, the fact that these new vaccines were rushed out to the
public under the Emergency Use Authorization gives those who want to take a
“wait and see” attitude a potential legal strategy.
Thus, we maintain our forecast for anti-vax, anti-establishment political
movements to gain signiﬁcant political strength in western nations.
BIDEN OFFERS “CREDIT” FOR VACCINE BOOSTERS
As part of its “ground game” to get as
many Americans injected as possible,
President Biden announced he was
oﬀering a tax credit to employers of 500
or less who encourage their workers to go
get jabbed.
As the Wall Street Journal reported last
Thursday, the tax credit will help oﬀset
any costs to businesses for time missed by workers who have to take one or
more days oﬀ “to recover from any side eﬀects.”
The Journal quoted an administration oﬃcial who said, “Surveys had shown that
some Americans who aren’t planning on getting vaccinated might consider it if
their employer oﬀered them paid time-oﬀ, gift cards, cash bonuses, or other
incentives.”
As Microsoft News reported last 26 February,
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“The administration was pleased with Uber, PayPal and Walgreens
agreeing to provide $10 million worth of free rides to vaccination centers.
Lyft is partnering with CVS and the YMCA to provide 60 million free or
discounted rides to vaccination sites.”
TRENDPOST: Barely reported in the U.S. media was the statement last
Wednesday by Dr. Özlem Türeci, co-founder and Chief Medical Oﬃcer of
BioNTech (which developed a COVID vaccine with Pﬁzer), who told CNBC that
people will need a third shot of the two-shot vaccine. She also indicated that like
the seasonal ﬂu, people will need to get their COVID jab annually.
Using CNBC as their shill network, as we reported in last week’s Trends
Journal, Pﬁzer CEO Albert Bourla told the network people will “likely” need a
third dose. We wrote:
Go back to when so-called health experts, politicians, and the media
began selling the COVID Jab. The line was that after two jabs, you’d live
happily ever after, COVID-free for the rest of your life.
In a blink of a Drug Lord’s eye, that line changed.
Last Friday, this was the CNBC headline:
Pﬁzer CEO Albert Bourla said people will ‘likely’ need a third dose of a
COVID-19 vaccine within 12 months of getting fully vaccinated.
Earlier this month, Pﬁzer put out a press release stating its clinical trial
showed the vaccine to be eﬀective six months after a second shot. But the
CNBC report clariﬁes that “more data is still needed to determine whether
protections last after six months.”
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FACEBOOK REMOVES VACCINE VICTIMS PAGE
Last Friday, Facebook removed a
120,000-member site where people were
posting experiences of adverse reactions
to COVID-19 vaccines. The group, called
“COVID-19 Vaccine Victims and Families,”
had been adding over 10,000 followers
every week, according to a 23 April report
on the website Reclaim the Net.
This latest move by Facebook follows
previous bans on various aspects of vaccine hesitancy including claims of blood
clots (which has been documented) and the new technology of mRNA vaccines
causing a change in some people’s genetic structure. However, that claim is
countered by Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, which claims “mRNA isn’t the same as
DNA, and it can’t combine with our DNA to change our genetic code.”
In addition to putting up restrictions as to what claims someone can make
regarding the vaccines, Facebook “is adding labels to all posts… these labels
state that vaccines are safe and direct users to sources that Facebook has
deemed authoritative,” which includes the WHO.
Note: In last week’s Trends Journal, the article by Gary Null, “IT’S TIME TO
DISMANTLE THE WHO” lays out in detail how this so-called public health
organization has private ties to the billion-dollar pharmaceutical industry,
including the manufacturers of the COVID vaccines.
More Big Tech Media Censorship
Reclaim the Net goes on to point out that in addition to Facebook’s policy of
promoting pro-vaccine information while severely restricting any information
questioning their safety and eﬃcacy, YouTube “prohibits videos that go against
the WHO ‘consensus’ on coronavirus vaccines and adds information panels to
some videos that direct viewers to the WHO and the CDC.”
The report notes that the Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter “crackdowns on
vaccine skeptics” coincide with the mass eﬀort by governments around the
world to create digital vaccine passports, which will force citizens to show proof
of injection to ﬂy or enter many business establishments.
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(See our 9 February article, “VACCINE PASSPORTS WILL END UP TRACKING
EVERYTHING” and our 13 April article, “VACCINE PASSPORT: THE NEW
ABNORMAL.”)
TRENDPOST: We note this article to continue to illustrate the loss of Freedoms,
which were once an essential element of America, the “Home of the Free.”
As we wrote when reports kept mounting regarding the side eﬀects of the
AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson COVID jabs, it’s ﬁne for “health oﬃcials” of
the establishment to question the eﬃcacy and dangers of the vaccines, while
those who are not members of “The Club” are blackballed.
Freedom of speech, freedom of thought, and the freedom to “Think for Yourself”
are no longer permitted in the social media and mainstream media world
monopolies.
ITALY/MODERNA VACCINATION TALKS FAIL
Prime Minister Mario Draghi was
unsuccessful in talks with Moderna chief
executive Stephane Bencel in an attempt
to get the American pharmaceutical giant
to produce its vaccine on Italian soil.
According to the Financial Times, on 20
April, while Moderna did not make any
public comments, it is known that it “lacked the capacity to oversee the transfer
of the necessary technology to Italian manufacturing sites or to staﬀ those sites
with the expertise needed to increase production” and the company “pointed to
a general lack of qualiﬁed vaccine staﬀ as a constraint to the expansion of
manufacturing.”
Draghi’s attempt to woo Moderna is part of a much larger, new strategy by the
EU to move away from the AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson injections,
which have proved problematic.
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(For more, see our 30 March article, “ASTRAZENECA VACCINE DATA UNDER
FIRE” and our 2 February article, “JOHNSON & JOHNSON VACCINE SHOWS
MIXED RESULTS.”)
As the Financial Times article reports,
“Several European nations have either restricted or halted use of the
AstraZeneca shot after the European Medicines Agency found a causal
link with a very rare side eﬀect involving blood clots.
The halt to the shipping of the Johnson & Johnson vaccine took place on
31 March when it was discovered that 15 million doses had been tainted
due to a mix-up at the Baltimore plant where the vaccines were being
assembled.”
The Financial Times also reported that the Italian government has held meetings
with Moderna and Switzerland’s Novartis and ReiThera, all of which produce the
mRNA-based vaccines.
On 15 April, the EUobserver published the article: “EU to buy 1.8bn BioNTech
jabs, in switch to mRNA vaccines.”
EU President Ursula von der Leyen announced that the massive deal was with
Pﬁzer/BioNtech. A commission spokesperson told EUobserver that “all options
are open to be prepared for the next state of the pandemic, for 2022 and
beyond.”
TRENDPOST: As we have been reporting, when the vaccines were ﬁrst being
pumped by the media and politicians, the public was told one or two shots and
they’d be safe from getting the virus. But now it is being sold as a yearly shot.
It should be noted that the mRNA vaccines now aggressively sought by the EU
are a never-before-tested technology. The Pﬁzer-BioNtech and Modena
“vaccines” are the ﬁrst ever to use this genetic strategy.
Unlike previous vaccines, which inject a small amount of the virus itself into the
body so it can trigger an immune response if exposed in the future, the new
technique creates a synthetic version of RNA, which is very similar to DNA.
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When this synthetic gene is injected, the body starts building a COVID-19 “spike
protein” that alerts the immune system to create antibodies, which will attack any
COVID-19 encountered in the future.
The Pﬁzer-BioNtech and Moderna vaccines are the ﬁrst using this new genetic
technology and were released after only three months of trial through the
Emergency Use Authorization of the U.S. FDA.
On its website, the FDA states the Emergency Use Authorization was initiated “to
help strengthen the nation’s public health protections against chemical,
biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) threats including infectious diseases,
by facilitating the availability and use of medical countermeasures (MCMs)
needed during public health emergencies.”
It should be noted that in the rush to get everyone vaccinated as the only way to
win the COVID War, drowned out are warnings such as the one issued back
when the virus was ﬁrst reported spreading around the globe.
On 31 March 2020, the website of the Association of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC) stated:
“A viral disease spreads across the globe, causing debilitating illness and
death in numbers that mount by the day. Scientists race to develop a
vaccine as panic grows, and within a year, millions of Americans get
inoculated. The scourge recedes.
Except for those who get one of the 120,000 doses that accidentally
contain the live virus. Some 40,000 inoculated children contract a mild
form of the disease. Dozens more children get stricken by the paralysis that
the vaccine was designed to prevent, as do over 100 other people who
pick up the virus from the inoculated children. Ten of them die.
Such tragic errors from inoculations against disease—this one from the
polio vaccine developed by Jonas Salk, MD, in the 1950s, one of the most
successful immunizations in history—help to explain why an anxious world
must wait up to two years for a vaccination to shield people from the
potentially fatal novel coronavirus.”
Instead of two years, the mRNA vaccines were produced and released to the
public in less than one year.
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GAB WELCOMES PUSHBACK AGAINST VACCINES, SAYS CEO
The propaganda push for COVID
vaccinations has reached new levels on
social media, radio, and TV. But at least
one social media platform has declared
they won’t push the vax or censor vaccine
critics.
GAB founder and CEO Andrew Torba
reiterated on 23 April that critics of vaccines were welcome to express their point
of view.
“If you can’t question the largest science experiment in history, if you can’t
opt-out, if you can’t highlight all the problems with it, and if any medical
professional who dares to question it is silenced then you are living in a
state of global medical tyranny.”
Torba’s comments came as previously even-handed news outlets including the
New York Post have gone all-in on vax pushing. A Post cover that came out the
day before Torba’s comments screamed “GET VAXXED!”
Inside pages featured a story that blared, “Trump gives thumbs up on Post’s
push for lifesaving COVID vaccine”:
“The Post’s push to get New Yorkers to roll up their sleeves and get
vaccinated against the coronavirus is drawing a big thumbs-up from
Donald Trump. The former president is on board with the campaign to get
more people immunized so the city can get up and running at full speed.
“‘I’m all in favor of the vaccine,’ Trump said Thursday. ‘It’s one of the great
achievements, a true miracle, and not only for the United States. We’re
saving tens of millions of lives throughout the world. We’re saving entire
countries.’”
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Trump Pulling the Rug on His Supporters Again
Torba pointed out that many are now coming to terms with the fact that the
former President was a willing dupe for a wholesale destruction of freedom
during his tenure in oﬃce.
“The fact that Trump is pushing this vaccine and even proudly taking credit
for it alongside the globalists is really disheartening, especially as
someone who voted for him twice and faced down a mob of insane people
for ﬁve years because of it.”
The oﬃcial narrative that pretends to eradicate COVID is even possible is
schizophrenic, to say the least. At the same time that getting vaxxed is being
demanded as the way to end the pandemic and get back to “normal,”
authorities acknowledge that ever new variants of the virus are likely, along with
endless “booster” vaccinations.
Many Americans are resisting the total population vax push, citing the fact that
the only signiﬁcantly vulnerable population to COVID are very elderly people.
mRNA vs. American DNA
According to Torba, endless acquiescence to the ever-changing dictates of
elites is not part of the American DNA. Trump himself pointed out the dangers of
mandatory vaccines for children in 2014, tweeting “Healthy young child goes to
doctor, gets pumped with massive shot of many vaccines, doesn’t feel good
and changes – AUTISM. Many such cases!”
Torba said it’s important that Americans are exposed to counter-narratives and
facts, including from many medical professionals who have voiced opposition to
mandatory vaccines. He said,
“As I wrote earlier this month, the vaccine has become a religious
ceremony and people have a right to not participate in it. I will not be peer
pressured by government, globohomo corporations, celebrities, or even
my friends and family to do anything; let alone inject a foreign substance
into my body. Deal with it.
Gab will be the one place on the internet where it’s okay to say you’re not
getting the vaccine and it’s okay to question it and it’s okay to talk about
the horriﬁc side eﬀects that many people are experiencing.”
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The GAB CEO made clear he’s not “anti-science.” But he argued that
advocating for the freedom of individuals to question vaccines and to opt-out of
medical procedures is about being pro-humanity, pro-religious liberty, and
pro-free speech. He said the current state of vax propaganda is exactly what he
built the GAB social media platform to counter.
VACCINE FAST FACTS

vaccines driving higher death counts.

Adverse reactions from COVID vaccines
continue to mount to some startling
numbers. Reported U.S. deaths from four
months of COVID vaccinations now
outnumber reported deaths from all
vaccines over the last 15 years combined.
That includes widely distributed annual ﬂu
vaccines. So, there’s clearly something
diﬀerent about the novel mRNA COVID

As of 24 April, 3,486 COVID vaccine-related deaths have been reported to the
Vaccine Adverse Reporting System (VAERS). That number covers from
December 2020, when the Pﬁzer and Moderna vaccines were ﬁrst dispensed, to
the present.
According to vaccineimpact.com, there were only 3,445 deaths reported to the
CDC following all vaccines from 1/1/2005 through 11/30/2020.
Meanwhile, the VAERS Euro counterpart EudraVigilance has reported 6,662
deaths and 299,065 injuries from COVID vaccines given in Europe.
Vaccination Numbers in the U.S. & Abroad
The CDC reports that 137,234,889 Americans have received at least one shot of
a COVID vaccine, as of this past weekend. 91,175,995 Americans have been
fully vaccinated.
At this point, there have been enough vaccines dispensed to cover virtually any
vulnerable person over the age of 65 who wants one. But whether vaccines have
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been consistently targeted, promoted, and prioritized for the elderly is another
matter.
An interesting change has occurred in state vaccination rates of late. As
vaccines have become more widely available, the map of vaccination rates is
beginning to resemble the red state / blue state map, in terms of heavily
vaccinated areas vs. lightly vaccinated regions:

Source: CDC April 24 2021
There are some exceptions, notably the Dakotas. But, in general, the south and
western states such as Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming are more lightly vaccinated
than the northeast states of California and Hawaii. For quite a while, California,
New York, and Hawaii lagged many red states like Florida and West Virginia in
the vaccine rollout.
As more people who want or feel pressured to get them do so, the remaining
unvaccinated populations will tend to be more conservative. Perhaps that reality
is beginning to reﬂect in the CDC’s color map.
Worldwide, more than 993 million COVID vaccines have been given. China and
Russia have vaccinated a much lower percentage of their population (7.5
percent and 6.1 percent, respectively) compared to the U.S.
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Africa; eastern regions of the Middle East including Iran, Afghanistan, and
Pakistan; and portions of the far east such as Japan, Thailand, Laos, and the
Philippines comprise the least-vaccinated populations in the world.
Australia, notorious for some of the most draconian lockdown measures
throughout the pandemic, has so far only dispensed enough vaccines to cover
3.6 percent of its population.
Israel, the U.S., Chile, Uruguay, the UAE, Britain, and Europe, in general,
represent the most-vaccinated populations.
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TRENDS IN GEOPOLITICS

TAIWAN MILITARY RAMP-UP WILL NOT STOP CHINA
The Trends Journal has been reporting on the rise of China and its growing
inﬂuence in the region and around the world.
In our 30 March article, “CHINA TO TAKE TAIWAN: A MATTER OF TIME,” we
forecast that at some point, China, as with Hong Kong, would take complete
control of Taiwan.
Our 2 February article, “CHINA MILITARY. READY FOR WAR?” focused on the
Chinese military conducting exercises that simulated an attack on U.S. aircraft
carriers. We reported that the Chinese Defense Ministry said Beijing ﬂew a
dozen military jets into Taiwan airspace earlier this month because it was
“necessary actions to address the current security situation.” They warned that
those who play with ﬁre “burn themselves” and “Taiwan independence means
war.”
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Heating Up
Last week, the Wall Street Journal reported that in the event war broke out,
Taipei is aware they are no military match against the People’s Republic of
China.
And while the United States has aligned itself with the island, the Journal noted
that U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken refused to comment on
Washington’s position if China decided to invade Taiwan... which Beijing says is
“China’s Taiwan Province“ or “Taiwan, China.”
Sending American troops to ﬁght against the Chinese in defense of Taiwan will
be a tough sell at home. The paper cited a recent poll that showed Americans
would not support deploying troops to the region to ﬁght with the Chinese.
The Journal reported that U.S. and Taiwanese oﬃcials both agree the island
must have enough ﬁrepower to inﬂict real damage to any invading country to
discourage an attack or buy time as the U.S. prepares its intervention.
Blah, Blah, Blah
Militarily, Taiwan doesn’t stand a ghost of a chance against China, which spends
25 times the amount Taipei does on its military. China also has a hundred times
as many ground-force troops as the island.
As we have been reporting, after the COVID War broke out in Wuhan, China, in
January 2020, Beijing locked down and cracked down on Hong Kong, ending
the Anti-Extradition Law Amendment bill movement that had shaken the city
during 2019.
In response, the international community backed away without hardly a whimper
of condemnation, and, as we have been reporting, western banks, businesses,
ﬁnancial institutions, etc., have been ramping up their presence in Hong Kong
and on the mainland.
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The Journal reported that Taiwan’s defense forces have gone from 275,000
members a few years ago to 165,000 last year. Alexander Huang, a former
deputy minister in Taiwan’s mainland aﬀairs council, told the paper there is a
sense of conﬁdence among the young in Taiwan that, despite its bluster, Beijing
has little interest to invade. Huang said,
“Even in the past two years, when we started to see the trade war and
U.S.-China strategic competition, [and] shows of force by [China’s military]
around our air defense identiﬁcation zone, poll numbers tell us that
Taiwan’s perception in a general sense is that China won’t do it.”
Forbes pointed out that Taiwan is simply outmatched by China militarily, and
experts have said Taipei should take a diﬀerent approach in its defense.
“Rather than trying to match China ﬁghter-for-ﬁghter—an impossibility given
China’s much bigger economy—Taiwan should exploit ‘asymmetric’
advantages,” David Axe, an aerospace and defense reporter at the magazine,
wrote. He said Taipei should bolster its long-range missile batteries to bombard
Chinese airﬁelds. These missiles can be hidden in mountains.
In January, Col. Wu Qian, China’s Defense Ministry spokesman, said, “The PLA
will take all necessary measures to resolutely defeat any attempt by the ‘Taiwan
independence’ separatists, and ﬁrmly defend national sovereignty and territorial
integrity” and that Taiwan is an “inalienable part of China.”
TREND FORECAST: Beijing has long declared that Taiwan is part of its territory
under its “One China Principle,” and it is the mainland’s territory under its
Constitution. We forecast that just as Beijing has clamped down on Hong Kong
protests and taken full control, so, too, will they take control of Taiwan when they
are ready.
Despite condemnations when they do so, there will be no military forces from
other nations that will challenge Communist China’s military might. Indeed,
America, with the largest military in the world, has not won a war since World
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War II and cannot even win against third-world nations, such as Afghanistan,
after invading that nation some 20 years ago.
Richard Bush, who served as director of its Center for East Asia Policy Studies
for 18 years, wrote with others in NPR that Adm. Philip S. Davidson, the U.S.
Indo-Paciﬁc commander, recently handicapped the threat of a Chinese assault
on Taiwan as “manifest during this decade, in fact, in the next six years.”
Should war break out between China and Taiwan, we forecast the Taiwanese
military will not aggressively ﬁght back, since doing so would result in millions of
deaths and mass destruction.

CHINA’S PRESIDENT XI: “WE’RE #1”

China’s President Xi Jinping said
Thursday that global aﬀairs should not be
set by a single country that gives “the
whole world a rhythm.”
While not mentioning the U.S. by name,
he said, “Bossing others around and
interfering in other countries’ international aﬀairs will not be well received.”
Xi made his comments during a speech at the Boao Forum for Asia, according
to the Wall Street Journal. The paper said the event bills itself as Asia’s answer
to the winter conference in Davos. In a pre-recorded video, Xi said,
“International aﬀairs should be conducted by way of negotiations and
discussions, and the future destiny of the world should be decided by all
countries… One or a few countries shouldn’t impose their rules on others,
and the world shouldn’t be led on by the unilateralism of a few countries.”
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The Trends Journal has reported that the Biden administration is working to
counter the growing threat of China on the world stage. (See our 30 March
article, “BIDEN VS. CHINA’S BELT & ROAD INITIATIVE: US LOSES” and our 16
February article, “CHINA TASK FORCE: U.S. APPROACH TO BEIJING.”)
Biden has called China the U.S.’s toughest competitor and has called Xi a “thug”
during the 2020 presidential campaign.
TRENDPOST: For decades, especially under the Obama presidency, its leaders
continually put the United States high above all the nations of the world,
bragging about American “exceptionalism.”
No more. As the United States declines physically, morally, and mentally, that
term is barely mentioned, and, if it were, countries such as China would react
with scorn.
TREND FORECAST: One of our “Top Trends for 2021” was “THE RISE OF
CHINA.” As we have forecast, the 20th century was the American century – the
21st century will be the Chinese century. The business of China is business; the
business of America is war.
While America spent countless trillions waging and losing endless wars and
enriching its military-industrial complex, China has spent its trillions advancing
the nation’s businesses and building its 21st-century infrastructure.

PUTIN PUTS PRESSURE ON UKRAINE

As we reported in the Trends Journal,
Russia had moved over 100,000 troops
and artillery along its border with Ukraine,
as tensions between the two nations
ramped up.
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After ﬂexing its military strength, Russia announced last week that it was moving
the troops deployed to the border with Ukraine back to their home bases by 1
May, which was seen as a major de-escalation in the region.
In response to the Russian buildup, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky
said last Tuesday,
“Does Ukraine want war? No. Is it ready for it? Yes… Our principle is
simple: Ukraine does not start a war ﬁrst, but Ukraine always stands to the
last man.”
In our 13 April article, “BIDEN PLEDGES ‘UNWAVERING SUPPORT’ FOR
UKRAINE,” we reported that Russia claimed these forces were put into place to
prevent a looming Kyiv massacre on Russian separatists in the region, a claim
many international observers found laughable.
Dmitry Kozak, a top Russian oﬃcial, said Moscow could intervene to defend
Russians, and he warned that any kind of escalation could lead to the
destruction of Ukraine. He said the conﬂict might not be a “shot in the leg, but in
the face.”
The move to draw back troops from the border comes one day after Putin sent a
warning to Western countries to not interfere with its troop placement along the
border. During Putin’s annual state-of-the-nation speech, he said the Russian
response would be “asymmetric, fast, and tough.”
“I hope that no one will think of crossing the red line with Russia,” he said. “And
where this line will be, in every particular case, we will determine it ourselves.”
But Sergei Shoigu, Russia’s defense minister, announced last week that military
exercises have been completed, and the troops would be leaving.
“I believe that the objectives of the surprise check have been fully achieved,” he
said, according to the Financial Times. “The troops have demonstrated the
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ability to provide reliable defense of the country. In this regard, I made a decision
to complete [the exercises].”
The Wall Street Journal reported that Russia said it put together these exercises
to make sure it would be able to respond to “threatening military activities” in the
region by the U.S. and NATO.
Backing Down, Pressure Up
The paper pointed out Zelensky announced on Twitter that his country
“welcomes any steps to decrease the military presence and de-escalate the
situation in Donbass. Ukraine seeks peace. Grateful to international partners for
their support.” A person close to the Ukrainian leader told the FT that the
country is still watching Russia’s next move.
Russia announced Saturday it would seal oﬀ parts of the Black Sea to foreign
warships, which is expected to last until 24 October. Ukraine has called the
Russian announcement illegal. The move was seen by some as an eﬀort by
Russia to hurt Kyiv’s economy by putting restrictions near the Kerch Peninsula.
“This is not [an] olive branch,” Igor Korotchenko, a pro-Kremlin military expert,
told the Journal. “It’s reasonable pragmatism.”
John Kirby, a spokesman for the Pentagon, said Russia has a history of taking
aggressive actions against Ukrainian vessels and “impeding international
maritime transit in the Black Sea.”
“This would be the latest example of its ongoing campaign to undermine and
destabilized Ukraine,” he said.
TREND FORECAST: The western media no longer reports on the U.S.-backed
overthrow of Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych in 2014. And, it should be
noted that Russia’s build-up of troops this month along Ukraine’s border was at
a level even higher than when the civil war broke out in 2014.
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Elected in 2010 to succeed Viktor Yushchenko, who was championed by the
U.S. when it ostensibly launched the Orange Revolution in 2004 that put him in
power, Ukraine’s Central Election Commission and international observers
declared that the 2010 presidential election was legitimate and fairly conducted.
The Trends Journal has reported extensively on the events leading up to and
following the overthrow of Yanukovych and the replacement government led by
Petro Poroshenko. (For one such article, see “Ukraine” from March 2014.)
During the 2014 uprising, some 97 percent of the citizens of the Autonomous
Republic of Crimea voted to leave Ukraine for integration of the region into the
Russian Federation.
Waste of Tax-Payer Money
Enriching its military-industrial complex, the U.S. has provided nearly $2 billion of
taxpayer money to the country in the name of foreign aid and military assistance.
Regardless of U.S. and NATO support of Ukraine, as evidenced by Russia’s
recent military buildup, should war break out in Ukraine, we forecast the
Russians will not be defeated, and the Donbas region of Eastern Ukraine will
move toward cession, as did Crimea, and maintain its open border arrangement
with Russia.

ISRAEL STRIKES IN IRAN ARE “EMBARRASSING”

The Trends Journal has long been
reporting on a clandestine war between
rivals Israel and Iran.
Last week, we ran the article, “IRAN
BLAMES ISRAEL FOR NUCLEAR FACILITY
EXPLOSION” and on 16 March, “ISRAEL TARGETS IRANIAN OIL SHIPMENTS
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TO SYRIA.” The reports point out that the Israeli military seems intent on making
good on Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s promise that Tehran will never
become a nuclear country. Since 2007, Israel has been accused of carrying out
assassinations.
The New York Times reported Thursday that there have been assassinations
within Iran over the past few months and mysterious explosions at nuclear
facilities in the country, which expose a serious vulnerability in Iranian
intelligence.
“That the Israelis are eﬀectively able to hit Iran inside in such a brazen way is
hugely embarrassing and demonstrates a weakness that I think plays poorly
inside Iran,” Sanam Vakil, the deputy director of the Middle East and North Africa
Program at Chatham House, told the paper.
Netanyahu and the Biden administration are working toward some kind of
agreement during the second round of nuclear talks. An Israeli oﬃcial
told Axios that Tel Aviv does not believe the U.S. is “showing suﬃcient
consideration” to the concerns that Israel has in regards to the nuclear talks.
“We don’t think it is a done deal, and as long as we have a chance to give our
input, we are going to give it a try, hoping it makes a diﬀerence,” the oﬃcial said.
TREND FORECAST: Should military tensions between Israel and Iran escalate
and war breaks out between the two nations, oil prices will spike to well over
$100 a barrel, which will, in turn, spike inﬂation rates and trigger a global equity
market crash. It will also mark the beginning of World War III.
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ISRAEL VS. SYRIA: GETTING HOTTER

The Israel Defense Forces carried out
airstrikes outside Damascus Thursday
shortly after reports of an explosion near
one of its nuclear plants.
Damascus ﬁred oﬀ an advanced
surface-to-air missile that landed close to
a nuclear reactor near Dimona, which the Jerusalem Post reported was the
longest-range attack by Syria. The report said the country’s air defense system
was activated after Syria’s launch of the SA-5, but it was unsuccessful in
intercepting the weapon. An investigation is ongoing to identify what went
wrong.
The report said Israel responded by striking several missile batteries in Syria,
including the one that ﬁred oﬀ the SA-5. Syria said it intercepted most of the
missiles ﬁred by Israel, RT.com reported. Four Syrian soldiers were reportedly
injured.
“The Israeli enemy carried out an air aggression with bursts of missiles from the
direction of the occupied Syrian Golan, targeting some points in the vicinity of
Damascus,” a Syrian spokesman said.
TREND FORECAST: What was reported but quickly brushed over is the failure
of Israel’s top-grade missile defense system to intercept the Syrian missile.
We note this to illustrate that when World War III is launched, it will be the
beginning of the end of life on earth.
Not only couldn’t Israel stop a missile coming in from a third-world power such
as Syria, but no nation will also be capable of shooting down deadly drone
attacks by the tens of thousands, hypersonic weapons, biological warfare,
cyberwarfare, etc.
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As we have noted, when Albert Einstein (a man who knew a thing or two about
atom bombs) was asked what weapons would be used to ﬁght World War III, he
replied, “I know not with what weapons World War III will be fought, but World
War IV will be fought with sticks and stones.”
Yet, this reality is ignored by politicians, Presstitutes, war hawks, and nations’
military/industrial/intelligence complexes.

CHAD: MORE AFRICAN WAR DRUMS BEATING

Rebel ﬁghters in Chad – known as the
Front for Change and Concord in Chad –
threatened to depose Gen. Mahamat
Idriss Déby from power shortly after the
nation’s military granted him the
leadership role after his father’s killing, a
move condemned by some of its citizens
and a number of nations as a blatant coup d’état.
Mahamat, a 37-year-old, four-star general, was named the leader of the
Transitional Military Council at the same time the country announced the death
of his father, President Idriss Déby, the autocrat who led the country for three
decades.
While there is conﬂicting data on how Déby died, the Chad military claims he
died on a battleﬁeld defending the country from rebels. U.S. oﬃcials said details
of his death were murky, and it was unclear who ﬁred the deadly shot.
Déby’s death sent a shockwave across Western countries that now claim to be
worried about Chad’s stability and its ability to confront Islamist militants in the
Sahel. (“Militants” is a term broadly used by western nations and the media to
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describe military forces that want to overthrow governments and leaders they
support.)
France, which had invaded and then colonized Chad from 1900 to 1960 to steal
its cotton and force slave labor on its citizens, sent President Emmanuel Macron
to attend Déby’s funeral.
In support of Déby’s son to rule the nation, despite it being unconstitutional,
Macron tweeted, “The transition that will take place in Chad must be a moment
of unity, for the Chadian people and for the stability of the region.”
Despite claims Déby may have been murdered by his own troops or his car was
hit with a bomb, Macron said of Déby, “You lived as a soldier, you died as a
soldier with weapons in hand.”
Making it clear of its passion for continued colonialism in one of the poorest
nations on the planet, Macron vowed to not allow anyone to threaten Chad’s
“stability and territorial integrity.”
“France will be here to ensure that the promise which was made will be realized
for all Patriots. Stability, inclusiveness, dialogue, and Democratic transition—this
is what we want. We are by your side,” he said.
Roland Marchal, a Paris-based expert on Chad, told The Times that Macron’s
presence at the funeral was a clear message that France has embraced his son’s
rule and is “ready to accept that the constitution of a country be swept away.”
Despite Déby’s tyrannical rule, he enjoyed the support of France and the U.S.
because he was seen as a source of stability in a region of Africa that was
infected with Islamic militants, i.e., rebel forces.
Dead Dictator
The BBC reported that Déby spent a good part of his 30 years in oﬃce
consolidating power and surrounding himself with family members in key
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positions. He died on the same day he won his sixth term, which The New York
Times said was an election that was “marred by irregularities.”
Rebels from the same group who allegedly killed the president said they were
headed to N’Djamena, the country’s capital. The group does not recognize the
son as the country’s leader.
Despite the transition council vowing to hold an election within 18 months, the
rebel group said, “Chad is not a monarchy,” according to the AP. “There can be
no dynastic devolution of power in our country.”
The country, which The Economist called “a powder-keg surrounded by blazes,”
is seen as a pivotal partner in the ﬁght against Boko Haram and other Islamist
extremist groups of the Sahel.
The Times reported that western countries were willing to look over allegations
of human rights abuses during the relationship.
Since 2014, the French have been carrying out a counterterrorism operation in
the region called “Operation Barkhane,” according to The Times.
The French have praised the Chadian troops for their united front against
insurgent groups even though these same groups have been accused of
atrocities such as rape. These troops also joined French forces in their 2013
conﬂict in Mali. (See our 13 April article, “FRENCH AIR STRIKE IN MALI: MASS
MURDER OF INNOCENTS.”)
“Chad is at the crossroads of zones that have faced multiple security crises in
recent years: Libya to the North, Niger to the West, and the Central African
Republic to the south,” Thomas Gassilloud, a French lawmaker, told The Times.
The Times pointed out that France is believed to have provided support for one
of the groups accused of killing Déby, while the group was ﬁghting in Libya
under Khalifa Hifter. France has denied the claim.
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TRENDPOST: The Economist recently noted that President Franklin D.
Roosevelt supposedly said Nicaraguan dictator Anastasio “Tacho” Somoza
Garcia “may be a son of a bitch, but he’s our son of a bitch.”
The same with Chad’s Idriss Déby. Morality doesn’t count... power and control
are what matter most to the greed of nations.
As we have noted, the entire central African region moved into chaos after the
U.S. and NATO overthrew the Libyan government of Muammar Qaddaﬁ in 2011.
And, it was French President Nicolas Sarkozy who was the champion in leading
the war against Qaddaﬁ.
Reuniting with its colonial passion to control the region, France then invaded its
former colony Mali and expanded into neighboring Niger.
Indeed, with some 80 percent of France’s electricity generated from 59 nuclear
reactors, and one of the world’s largest sources of uranium underneath the
deserts in northern Mali and neighboring eastern Niger, France paid Déby to
bring Chadian troops to help ﬁght the “rebels” who tried to stop France from
stealing their uranium and recolonizing their nation.
As reported in the 2013 Winter edition of the Trends Journal:
As we go to press, French President Hollande, with support from President
Obama, has launched airstrikes in Mali and sent French ground troops to
attack Al Qaeda-linked Islamists.
Initial reports claim that only a handful of rebels were killed and that the
main victims were women, children, and the elderly. “The hospital is
overﬂowing. Both morgues in the city are ﬁlled with bodies,” a Malian
oﬃcial in Gao told The New York Times.
Under the auspices of the United Nations, the U.S., France, UK, and other
NATO members are planning broader intervention in Mali that will be
reinforced with ground troops from some West African nations.
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The Mali civil war, which has already turned 300,000 of its citizens into
refugees, is but one of the many conﬂicts in the region.
Now, in 2021, France and its allies still claim their presence in Mali is to ﬁght the
infestation of terrorist violence by militant jihadists – not its lust for uranium.
PUBLISHER’S NOTE: In contrast to the France-led military intervention, China
has included Mali as part of its massive “Belt and Road” initiative. China has
begun the construction of a hydroelectric dam in the northern part of the country
and continues to initiate large infrastructure projects.
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TRENDS-EYE VIEW

DEMOCRATS: NO WORK, GET PAID
About 40 Democrats on Friday signed a letter to President Biden urging him to
take a new look at unemployment beneﬁts and were vocal in their support of a
federal increase and extension of weekly payouts.
The Wall Street Journal reported Saturday that Congress has already intervened
to increase payments by $300 weekly for jobless Americans during the
COVID-19 outbreak, but these lawmakers want a more permanent solution.
The Journal, citing a person familiar with the matter, reported that the White
House has been considering updating the unemployment program.
Republicans insist these higher payouts could give people little incentive to get
a job that may pay less than what they could be earning on unemployment.
CNBC reported that 3.67 million Americans claimed some form of
unemployment beneﬁts for the week of 10 April, which is about 34,000 lower
than the previous week and what the news site called “a pandemic low.”
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TRENDPOST: The “Great Reset,” where you don’t have to own anything, don’t
have to work, and the government will take care of you ... is it a conspiracy
theory of the new ABnormal?
What is being pushed in the United States by a political order is essentially: why
would anyone want to work at a menial job when they can stay home and collect
fatter checks from Uncle Sam?
Indeed, we are seeing the trend toward federal payouts in the form of tax-payer
funded universal income programs in cities, Democrats calling for $1,400
stimulus checks for lower-income Americans as long as there’s a pandemic, and
this new push to make unemployment beneﬁts permanent.
As we have been reporting, business owners who pay near-minimum wage have
said there are fewer – if any – applicants for open positions, which is leading to
new hurdles for these businesses to rebound while COVID lockdown measures
subside.
“A lot of people have left or they get unemployment checks,” Giselle Deiaco, the
owner of Avena Ristorante in downtown Manhattan, told Fox Business. She said
before the pandemic, her business would receive hundreds of resumes, now
they just trickle in. “Some get more than what they need. It’s been like that for a
few months already.”
MANHATTAN D.A.: NO PROSECUTION FOR PROSTITUTION
Cyrus Vance Jr., the Manhattan district
attorney, on Wednesday announced that
his oﬃce would no longer prosecute
prostitution and requested a judge in the
state dismisses cases dating back to
1976.
The Wall Street Journal reported the cases
had a top charge of prostitution. Vance said he hopes the change helps those
turning to the lifestyle to feel less marginalized:
“Over the last decade, we’ve learned from those with lived experience, and
from our own experience on the ground: criminally prosecuting prostitution
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does not make us safer, and too often, achieves the opposite result by
further marginalizing vulnerable New Yorkers.”
The paper pointed out Vance’s move comes a few months after Gov. Andrew
Cuomo signed a bill that repealed a statute that criminalized loitering for
prostitution, the report said.
Abigail Swenstein, a staﬀ attorney with the Legal Aid Society, said in a
statement the new policy should “not supplant the need to pass legislation that
would fully decriminalize sex work and provide for criminal record relief for
people convicted for prostitution oﬀense.”
TREND FORECAST: There will be a surge in prostitution as the earnings for
lower and middle-class workers decline and inﬂation goes up, thus costing more
to buy less and not having enough money to make ends meet.
As politicians have done in the past, with gambling and now cannabis, they will
legalize prostitution to bring in more tax revenue.
NYC TOURISM DEAD? ONTRENDPRENEUR® OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND
New York City wants the world to know it
is semi-opened for business and will
invest $30 million in federal stimulus
dollars to get the message out.
The Wall Street Journal reported Thursday
the city seems to have a long road back to
regaining pre-COVID hospitality numbers.
The report said last week’s hotel occupancy rate in NYC was around 52.2
percent. Before the outbreak, weekly hotel occupancies could easily surpass 85
percent.
“Tourism accounts for hundreds of thousands of jobs in this city, and building a
recovery for all of us means welcoming tourists back,” Mayor Bill de Blasio said.
TREND FORECAST: Yes, there will be a bounce-back in tourism in the U.S. and
abroad but not because of wasting money on ad campaigns.
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Get ready for the “Roaring 2021/Bustin’ Loose” trend, which we had forecast in
December 2020.
There will be a sharp “Biden Bounce” across the nation as a locked-down
society, pumped up with stimulus money, breaks loose, and parties until the
lights go out.
Indeed, we saw the pent-up youth let loose during Spring break in Florida,
which, despite “health expert,” media, and political hype that there would be a
COVID case surge, did not happen.
For OnTrendpreneurs®, The Roaring 21s provides opportunities for new
products, sounds, and styles that ring in a new post-COVID War era.

CHINA: HOLLYWOOD IS DEADWOOD
Art is dead and dying in America.
Tune in to the Oscars on Sunday night?
Probably not.
These were the headlines that ran all day
yesterday on Drudge:
HOLLYWOOD SHOCK!
OSCARS FALL BELOW 10 MILLION VIEWERS
SHOWBIZ GOES BUST
END OF ERA
Yes, it’s the “End of an Era” – and the Chinese know it.
As we have been forecasting – one of our Top Trends for 2021 was “CHINA
2021: THE CHINESE CENTURY” – the 20th century was the American century,
the 21st will be China’s. And Beijing will keep ramping
up its ﬁght to overtake the U.S.A. ﬁnancially, militarily... and culturally.
Lights, Camera, China!
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China’s rift with the U.S. is also taking a toll in Tinseltown.
The Financial Times reported on Saturday that Beijing has been investing in
producing its own blockbuster movies instead of relying on Hollywood. The
paper reported that the eﬀort seems to be paying oﬀ. Last year, “The Eight
Hundred,” a Chinese ﬁlm about the Battle of Shanghai, was the highest-grossing
movie in the world.
The paper reported U.S. studios have had some recent disappointments in the
Chinese market. “Nomandland,” which stars Zhao, a Beijing-born actress, has
been all but canceled in China after a 2013 video emerged of her where she said
“there are lies everywhere” in China.
“Mulan,” a Disney movie that cost the company $200 million to appeal to the
massive Chinese market, pulled in only $40 million in the country. “Godzilla vs.
Kong” made $165 million in China, which the paper called “respectable.”
Movie studios in the U.S. have been forced to address human rights abuses in
the Xinjiang Autonomous Region in the northwest area of the country.
The FT reported that imported movies are down to less than 16 percent of the
box oﬃce in 2020, which marks a 36-percent drop.
“In a few years, we will be able to present ﬁlms with similar production value to
the U.S.,” Shawn Xiang Yue, a producer in the country, told the FT. “By that time,
I don’t think the major studios can still be as powerful in the Chinese market.”
TREND FORECAST: Beyond tuning out Hollywood, Americans tuned out the
Grammy Awards last month, with TV broadcast ratings hitting record lows.
As we have been forecasting, a new era has been born. There are widespread
OnTrendprenuer® opportunities to ﬁll huge and proﬁtable market gaps of
younger generations who are in high demand for new sounds, styles, products,
services, etc., as they lead the world into the Roaring 2021s.
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CLIMATE CHANGE BONANZA
President Biden recently announced
ambitious climate goals that would aﬀect
nearly every sector of the U.S.’s $21 trillion
economy, in particular how it generates
electricity and powers cars and trucks.
He wants to cut greenhouse gas emissions
by at least 50 percent by 2030.
The Wall Street Journal reported that agriculture in the U.S. makes up about 10
percent of the country’s annual greenhouse gas emissions and accounts for
nearly one percent of the country’s GDP. The paper also pointed to the oil and
gas sector, which makes up 0.6 percent of the GDP, while chemicals from fossil
fuels account for about 1.9 percent.
Biden, who signed an executive order to re-join the Paris Climate Agreement,
said Friday that the workers who will lose their jobs in these industries due to the
new reforms need to be provided new work opportunities near where they live,
the New York Post reported.
“As we transition to a clean energy future, we must ensure that workers who
have thrived in yesterday’s and today’s industries have as bright a tomorrow in
the new industries as well as in the places where they live and the communities
they have built,” Biden said.
The Post pointed out that in January, John Kerry, Biden’s climate czar, had a
diﬀerent message for impacted workers. He said those left unemployed by
Biden’s policies could “go to work to make the solar panels.”
Richard Newell, the president and chief executive of Resources for the Future, a
nonpartisan think tank, told the Journal that Biden’s initiative represents a “real
sea of change in the degree of ambition by the U.S. government.”
“This is technically feasible but a substantial acceleration of existing trends,”
Newell said. The paper reported that Biden’s new targets put the U.S. in line to
comply with the Paris agreement, which was formed during the Obama
administration.
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The Journal cited a new report by the Boston Consulting Group that said the
government will have to continue to incentivize the purchase of electric vehicles,
which would require a consistent supply of batteries and easy-access charging
stations. Companies like Ford said it earmarked $22 billion in its move to electric
vehicles.
Kerry, who was interviewed by NPR, said last week that Tesla is a good example
of where the economy is going. He said Biden did not create the value of Elon
Musk company – “the market did that… And the market did it because that’s
where people are moving.”
TREND FORECAST: The COVID War killed the climate change movement.
President Biden is bringing it back.
Love the movement, hate it, agree or disagree – minus wild card events such as
war, terror strikes, natural catastrophe, etc. – the global climate change agenda
will provide unparalleled OnTrendprenuer® opportunities for decades to come.
PUBLISHER’S NOTE: What are they, who will the winners and losers be, when
will it happen, what’s next? For personalized, in-depth trend forecasts, analyses,
and proﬁt opportunities, contact us at support@trendsresearch.com for more
information.
40% OF AMERICANS BREATHE UNHEALTHY AIR
On 21 April, the American Lung
Association released its annual “State of
the Air” report, which revealed that two
out of every ﬁve Americans are residing in
locations with unhealthy air quality.
This means over 135 million Americans
are inhaling toxic air regularly.
The data was collected between 2017-2019. Most of the toxic particulates have
been generated by transportation vehicles, manufacturing and power plants,
and extreme wildﬁres due to climate change.
The Guardian, reporting on the new study last Wednesday, noted:
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“Researchers also added that the COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated
the eﬀects of breathing high volumes of air pollution. Since COVID-19 is a
respiratory illness, inhaling particulate matter has been linked to worsening
outcomes of COVID-19 infections.”
They also highlighted this fact from the report:
“Americans of color are about three times more likely to consistently
breathe polluted air than their white counterparts. They were up to 61
percent more likely than white Americans to live in a county with failing air
quality grades.”
Los Angeles Tops the Unfortunate List
While Los Angeles leads all U.S. cities in air pollution, many other metropolitan
areas in California are among the worst in air quality, including San Bernardino,
Riverside, Bakersﬁeld, Kern, Tulare, and Fresno. Western wildﬁres are the
primary reason California cities are so polluted.
According to Market Watch’s article on the American Lung Association report:
“This year’s ‘State of the Air’ ﬁnds that climate change continues to make
air pollution worse, with many western communities again experiencing
record-breaking spikes in particle pollution largely due to smoke from
wildﬁres. Changing climate patterns fuel wildﬁres, and also drive warmer
temperatures that lead to more ground-level ozone pollution. This
degraded air quality threatens everyone, especially children, older adults
and people living with a lung disease.”
The top ten cities with the most air pollution:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA
Bakersﬁeld, CA
Visalia, CA
Fresno-Madera-Hanford, CA
Phoenix-Mesa, AZ
Sacramento-Roseville, CA
San Diego-Chula Vista-Carlsbad, CA
Salt Lake City-Provo-Orem, UT
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● Denver-Aurora, CO
● San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland, CA
But east coast metropolitan areas are not exempt. Other cities with very high
levels of “year-round particle pollution” include Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and Atlanta.
TRENDPOST: We note this article to illustrate that in ﬁghting the COVID War, the
tally just keeps building, and there is no reference to yearly deaths.
This is in contrast to air pollution where only yearly totals are reported rather than
the ongoing toll. This is also true of the other poisons being pumped into the
earth, water, air, and foods that kill millions. Again, unlike the coronavirus, where
the tally keeps rising, these deaths are just reported yearly.
In addition, as the “Climate Change” crusade gains momentum, air pollution will
be a major factor driving the movement.
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THE ART OF TRENDS
“This is a Mask-Up” by Stephen Green
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TRENDS IN HI-TECH SCIENCE

By Ben Daviss
SCIENTISTS FIND KEY TO BIGGER BRAIN
What’s the diﬀerence between the brain of an ape and a human? The answer:
two days.
At Cambridge University, researchers grew cerebral organoids – pea-size
mini-brains that mimic certain functions of the real things – from human, ape,
and chimpanzee neurons.
They compared day-by-day development of the mini-brains among the three,
especially the point at which general-purpose stem cells begin to diﬀerentiate
into brain cells, or neurons, a transition that begins about four weeks after
conception.
The scientists found that the transition starts two days later in human brains
than in the brains of apes and chimps.
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Those extra two days are crucial: they allow more time for stem cells to multiply,
laying the foundation for more neurons that result in humans' bigger brains.
The diﬀerence: the human mini-brain grew to twice the size of the ape’s.
A gene called ZEB2 determines when the transition from stem cells to neurons
begins. When scientists delayed ZEB2's on-switch by two days in the ape
brainlet, it grew to the same larger size as the human organoid.
TRENDPOST: The ﬁnding is more than an interesting bit of research.
By controlling ZEB2, scientists now have a way, in theory, to manually time stem
cells’ transition to neurons. By delaying the change longer and longer, more and
more stem cells could be laid down, creating not just a bigger brain but one with
enough neurons to dramatically boost memory and intelligence.

SOFTWARE DESIGNS BIGGER, BETTER DNA ROBOTS IN MINUTES

Robots made of DNA crawled oﬀ the
pages of science ﬁction and into
bioengineers’ labs in 2017.
The idea is intriguing; little machines
made of a few strands of human DNA can
“walk around” in the person’s body, taking samples or delivering drugs without
causing damage that a mechanical device might, and then harmlessly
biodegrade when the work is done.
But designing a DNA bot is a complicated process, often taking scientists days
to ﬁgure out.
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Now researchers at Ohio State University have unveiled MagicDNA, a software
kit that can design complex DNA robots in a matter of minutes.
Previously, the team was able to ﬁgure out robots with about six pieces of DNA;
the new design tool has shown them how to make bots with as many as 20
segments plus the hinges, rotors, and other connectors that make them mobile.
The software enables engineers to test combinations of individual DNA
segments and then optimize their shape and connections.
It also can start with a geometric shape that the scientists need for a particular
task, then automatically decide how the segments need to be arranged and
connected to deliver that shape.
The software designs the robots in 3D, allowing the engineers to see how a bot
would move in the real world.
With MagicDNA, scientists will now be able to make bigger, more able robots in
a practical amount of time. For example, today’s DNA robot could enter the
bloodstream and detect a speciﬁc pathogen. The new software could quickly
design a more complex machine that can not only spot the invader but also
release a drug to attack it.
The researchers are enhancing their software kit to be able to design even more
complex DNA machines and say that MagicDNA is already receiving interest
from biotech companies.
TRENDPOST: By exponentially speeding the design process, the Ohio
researchers have also sped up, potentially by years, the process of creating
useful DNA machines and putting them to work.
In any area, as computers automate design processes too complex for humans
to manage eﬃciently, the time from concept to commercialization will be
slashed.
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STUDY FINDS DOZENS OF NEW CHEMICAL POLLUTANTS IN HUMANS

A University of California at San Francisco
study of pregnant women has found 55
chemicals in their bodies that have never
before been reported in people and
another 42 whose origin or purposes are
unknown.
The same chemicals were found in the women’s children after they were born.
Using a mass spectrometer, the researchers found:
● 42 of the chemicals are plasticizers, which make things soft and ﬂexible;
● 29 are related to the pharmaceutical industry;
● 29 are pesticides, many of which are banned in other countries but still
used on crops grown in the U.S.;
● seven belong to the PFAS family, chemicals used to make waterproof
clothing and nonstick cooking pans.
Many of the chemicals – some of the PFAS clan, for example – are mysterious
because the companies that make them are not required to disclose the safety
standards that the companies use to declare their products safe for human
contact.
The researchers called on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to enforce
uniform standards for chemical companies, including disclosing the uses for
which their products are designed and the internal safety standards companies
set for their compounds.
TRENDPOST: As we have said before, eating organic, drinking clean water, and
using cleaning and personal care products made from ingredients that occur in
nature are no longer left-wing aﬀectations but are now matters of self-defense.
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The food and drug industries, manufacturers, and government agencies will not
protect you. Each of us has to be vigilant and a warrior for our own health.
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